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Albertina Sisulu, popularly known as Ma Sisulu, is celebrating her 90th birthday this month. Married to a prominent struggle hero, the late Walter Sisulu, she personified courage, 
fortitude and selflessness at the height of struggle against apartheid and many parents who faced similar hardships drew inspiration from her. As she puts it: ‘All those years I never 
had, you know, a comfortable life.’ Read more about her on pages 4 & 5. Photograph: AP
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In the September edition of the Teacher we wrongly identified Bjorn Gohre of 
Leaf Wireless as Gary Bekker of Smart Technologies. Above is a photograph of 
Gary Bekker (left) with Mmipe Mokgehle, a winner in the Innovative Teachers’ 
Forum Awards. We apologise for the error.

 Matter of fact

the Teacher is a monthly 
newspaper with about 
200 000 readers nationally. It 
is a publication of the M&G 
Media Ltd and it is not aligned 
to any teachers’ union. As an 
independent newspaper it aims 
to reflect the viewpoints of all 
education stakeholders.

T
he South African Demo-
cratic Teachers’ Union 
has objected to  the 
National Education Eval-
uation and Development 

Unit, a new school inspection body 
due to start operating next year. 

Why is Sadtu so fiercely opposed to 
reviving the school inspectorate?
I told a [Sadtu] conference in Lim-
popo we support this thing because 
we believe it’s central to accountabil-
ity and quality. But it must go hand in 
hand with training and support — the 
thinking should not be to bring back 
the old system of inspectors. To do 
what? Walk around the schools not 
knowing what they’re doing? How 
can somebody who doesn’t under-
stand the new curriculum evaluate 
me? Where have they been trained? 

Inspectors don’t know what 
they’re doing. In the past they were 
imposed by the department, with 
an emphasis on discipline and very 
little support for teachers. 

So what do you propose? 
What matters most is evaluation, 
monitoring and support. You evaluate 
a teacher to identify weaknesses, set 
up a programme to address that and 
monitor how the programme assists 
them. At the end, you undertake a 
second assessment specifically in rela-
tion to reward. Our proposal is based 
on the development appraisal system 
[DAS] we developed in the 1990s with 
the Wits education policy unit. 

How would it work?
We want inspectors to do things by 
agreement [with labour]. We want 
them to give pedagogical support, 
which can be given only by some-
body who is a specialist in a particu-
lar subject. 

Thabo Mohlala 
challenges Sadtu 
boss Thulas Nxesi 
on perceptions that 
the union shields 
members at the 
expense of education

Who should teach 
the teachers?

Don’t inspectors allow the educa-
tion authorities to make timely 
interventions?
The issue is the type of tool which can 
easily be subjective and used against 
people. We aren’t against members 
being evaluated, but the process 
should be meticulous and objective.

There’s a perception that Sadtu 
always objects to initiatives aimed 
at strengthening our education 
system to shield its members from 
being accountable ...
There can be no job without super-
vision or evaluation. Our objection 
is that over 10 years teachers have 
been exposed to three different sys-
tems: DAS, which was thrown out; 
Kader Asmal’s Whole School Evalu-
ation, also discarded; and the Inte-
grated Quality Management Sys-
tem, negotiated with unions. Now 
there’s talk about the National Edu-
cation Evaluation and Development 
Unit. Teachers are already suffering 
under policy overload and battling 
with the new curriculum. When will 
they have time to master all these 
things? There doesn’t seem to be 
consistency. It’s confusing.

Sadtu in Soweto threatened to 
disrupt or physically remove mem-
bers from after-hours training 
workshops. Isn’t that another case 
of teachers’ interests coming first? 
That came about because of a dispute 
— there was a misunderstanding. The 
thing is: years after democracy there’s 
no teacher development strategy. 
Training raises fundamental ques-

tions: are they going to talk about eve-
ning classes or weekends or sacrific-
ing holidays? How does one reconcile 
these issues with conditions of ser-
vice? The payment of a stipend must 
be discussed between the employer 
and the organised profession. We 
need to talk about compensation if 
teachers opt to forfeit holidays. We’re 
prepared to compromise on this.

   
Why pay them when training bene-
fits them?  
You still need to have a discussion, 
like what time their training takes 
place, whether they should leave 
classrooms to attend training and 
how they get to training venues. 
There must be some formal agree-
ment because these things touch on 
basic employment issues. 

Your two-week strike last year 
resulted in costly catch-up pro-
grammes for matric learners, in 
particular. 
We protect members but I don’t 
think it’s at the expense of educa-
tion. The role of unions is to pro-
tect members’ interests — we’re not 
apologetic about that. We feel the 
department should share the blame, 
for example when officials don’t 
pay bus owners to ferry learners to 
schools and books are delivered late. 
If you want quality education you 
need a satisfied teaching force. 

What do you think of Geraldine 
Fraser-Moleketi’s resignation as 
public service minister?
Good riddance. We had to deal with 
an arrogant person who didn’t help 
labour relations. 

Haven’t you become arrogant and 
an obstacle to learning?
People don’t understand that the 
destruction of the culture of teach-
ing took place over a long time. It’s 
going to take a concerted effort to 
bring it back. This is linked to the 
issue of violence in the townships 
and values in our society. Teachers 
are not given resources to deal with 
the children of this century. You are 
dealing with a deep-rooted crisis 
and to turn it around you need a 
coherent approach. 

Sadtu boss Thulas Nxesi

As part of our ongoing mission 
to provide our readers with 
comprehensive education 
resources, the Teacher has 
relaunched our website. Log on to 
www.theteacher.co.za to have a 
look at our improved site and access 
the content from this month’s 
print edition. The site will provide 
valuable resources to educators and 
learners and is not to be missed. We 
want to know your thoughts and 
ideas about the subjects we cover 
and your comments, contributions 
and feedback will be welcome. All 
comments can be sent to corniap@
mg.co.za.
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Barbara Johannesson

T
hese practical ideas can be 
used in lessons in social 
science, languages or life 
orientation.

Activities for foundation phase 
(grades one, two and three) 
and for intermediate phase 
(grades four, five and six)

Creating a birthday display
Each learner will need a piece of A5 
card or paper and some coloured 
crayons, pens or pencils.

Each learner should: 
• Write “Happy Birthday Ma Sis-

ulu” on their card;
• Write a special message on his 

card; and
• Draw a picture on their card.
You will need a long piece of 

string and a pack of clothes pegs. 
Get each learner to peg his card to 
the piece of string. Hang the string 
of cards in a colourful display 
across your classroom.

Activity for the senior phase 
(grades seven, eight and nine) 
and history grade 12 (further 
education and training phase)
In this activity your learners will 
look at some of the events in the life 
of Albertina Sisulu. 

Here is a list of some events in South 

African history. Get your learners to 
copy this list into their notebooks. 
They should use one line for every 
year. It does not matter if some lines 
are blank. Making a timeline like this 
gives learners a good sense of chronol-
ogy. They can fill in other events, such 
as their own birth dates.
l World War II began 1939 
l World War II ended 1945
l National Party came to power 1948
l Defiance Campaign 1952
l Congress of the People 1955

l Women’s March to Pretoria 1956
l Sharpeville Massacre 1960
l Rivonia Trial 1963
l  Angola and Mocambique inde-

pendence 1975
l Soweto Uprising 1976
l UDF formed 1983 
l First State of Emergency 1985
l ANC and PAC unbanned 1990
l First democratic elections 1994

Here is a list of events in the life 
of Albertina Sisulu. Learners should 
add these events to the list of general 

events in South African history.
l  Parents both died when she was 

15 years old (work out the date).
l  Went to Johannesburg in I941 to 

the Non-European General Hos-
pital in Johannesburg.

l  In I941 met Sisulu and became 
involved in ANC politics.

l  Became a state-registered general 
nurse and midwife, married Wal-
ter Sisulu in 1944.

l  In 1954 returned to Johannesburg 
and was employed by the city 

health department of Johannes-
burg as a midwife. 

l  One of the leaders of the national 
demonstration of 20 000 women 
in Pretoria in 1956, protesting 
against the extension of pass laws 
to African women.

l  One of the leaders of the women’s 
demonstrations against the pass 
laws in Johannesburg in 1958, after 
which she was jailed, the begin-
ning of her life in and out of jail.

l   Detained and held in solitary con-
finement for seven weeks in 1963.

l  Husband was sentenced with Nel-
son Mandela to life imprisonment 
in June 1964 on Robben Island.

l  1964: banned for five years.
l  1969: given another 10 years’ 

house arrest.
l  1980: was appointed a senior 

nurse running a small hospital in 
Orlando East. 

l  1981: arrested and sent to jail — in 
solitary confinement for seven 
months and thereafter in prison.

“All those years 
I never had 
— you know — a 
comfortable life”
Albertina Sisulu

Albertina Sisulu. Photograph: Bongiwe Mchunu, The Star
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In search of answers to this 
question the Western Cape 
education department decided 

to acknowledge schools that have 
managed to improve the literacy 
and numeracy skills of primary 
school learners. 

This is part of the department’s 
comprehensive literacy and numer-
acy strategy, which entails the 
ongoing  assessment of these foun-
dational skills in grade three and 
grade six learners.

In 2007 the Western Cape educa-
tion department included nearly 
72 000 grade six learners in about 
1 000 schools in the initiative, 
which showed that its learners were 
making  steady progress in literacy, 
though numeracy remained a chal-
lenge in most schools.

One of the schools that has, how-
ever, achieved consistently in both 
literacy and numeracy is Oakhurst 
Girls’ Primary School in Ronde-
bosch, Cape Town.

Oakhurst received an award for 
excellent performance in both lit-
eracy and numeracy in all the grade 
six tests that have been conducted 
so far. The school achieved an over-
all average of 88,1% in 2003, 2005 
and 2007. 

●  1986: discharged from prison, but 
restricted to house arrest.

●  1990: became the deputy presi-
dent of the ANC Women’s League.

Activity for senior phase 
(grades seven, eight and nine) 
and history grade 12 (further 
education and training phase)

Uncovering Albertina Sisulu’s 
leadership qualities
Albertina Sisulu is a great South Afri-
can. Read the following four extracts 
about her life to your class. While 
you are reading, ask each learner to 
write down what each extract tells us 
about Albertina Sisulu’s leadership 
qualities. Ask learners to try to come 
up with 10 words. You may need to 
read the extracts more than once.

When you have finished reading, 
ask the learners to say what words 
they wrote and write the words on 
the board.  

There are many possibilities, but 
some words could include hard work-
ing, tireless, humble, self-respecting, 
respectful of others, self-disciplined, 
principled, committed, confident, 
optimistic, forgiving, inspiring, 
inspired, strong-willed, gracious, rec-
onciliatory, sacrificial, long-suffering, 
hopeful and determined.

Extract 1 
Ma Sisulu on her work as a mid-

wife: “We used to visit our patients 
in the townships with difficulties on 
foot. You know what it means to be a 
midwife? You have got to carry a big 
suitcase full of bottles and for your 
lotions that you are going to use, and 
bowls and receivers, and we used to 
carry those suitcases on our heads. 
And if you are lucky enough to have 
transport in that area, you take either 
a bus or a taxi to reach your patient. I 
did that from I946 to 1980.”
Interview from Blue Portraits by 
Reiner Leist: September 1991 http://

www.anc.org.za/people/sisulu_a.html

Extract 2
Ma Sisulu on her political work: 
“And in 1953 the government decided 
to give our children what they call 
Bantu Education. We as women 
wouldn’t take this. We organised other 
women against the Bantu Education 
and … we decided to have volunteers 
that are going to teach the children. 
We gave out some rooms in our houses 
to be classrooms … But that failed 
because the government wouldn’t reg-

ister our schools. That now meant that 
the two years are wasted because the 
children would not be examined at the 
end of every year. Now we gave that 
up. Bantu Education was introduced 
to the children.

“In 1957 the government decided to 
extend the pass laws to the women. We 
said, nothing doing. We are not going 
to carry passes. We organised women 
to protest and go to jail. Mark you, I’m 
a nurse now. And the law of the nursing 
profession is that if you are sentenced 
by a court of law you are struck off the 
roll. But that didn’t really worry me 
much, although I was already then a 
breadwinner in the house, because my 
husband was just for ANC then. He was 
the General Secretary of the organisa-
tion. And most of the time he is all over. 
He is overseas, he is with the regions. 
Well, I led the second batch against the 
extension of passes. We went to jail. We 
had two thousand women in one jail 
here at Number Four. We stayed there 
for three weeks awaiting trial. It was 
almost a month when our case ended, 
and Nelson Mandela was our lawyer. 
We were all discharged. We were found 
not guilty. So I was saved from being 
struck off the roll.”
Interview from Blue Portraits by 
Reiner Leist: September 1991 http://
www.anc.org.za/people/sisulu_a.html

Extract 3 
Albertina Sisulu was one of the lead-

ers of the national demonstration of 
20 000 women in Pretoria in August 
1956, in protest against the exten-
sion of pass laws to African women, 
and also one of the leaders of the 
women’s demonstrations against 
the pass laws in Johannesburg in 
1958, after which she was gaoled and 
separated from her 10-month-old 
daughter, Nonkululeko (Freedom). 
She recalls: 

“I had to be in gaol for three full 
weeks without the baby and I was 
so sick — my breasts were swollen 
because I was breastfeeding. I didn’t 
mind that because it was part of the 
struggle.”
Source: Sechaba, October 1988 
http://www.anc.org.za/people/
albertina.html

Extract 4 
Yet Albertina seeks no pity. She told 
the press in one of the brief intervals 
between banning orders: 

“... Although politics have given 
me a rough life, there is absolutely 
nothing I regret about what I have 
done and what has happened to me 
and my family throughout all these 
years. Instead, I have been strength-
ened and feel more of a woman than 
I would otherwise have felt if my life 
was different.” 
Source: Sechaba, October 1988 
http://www.anc.org.za/people/
albertina.html

about Albertina Sisulu

How do schools 
improve their 
literacy and 
numeracy rates?

Oakhurst Primary 
School’s principal Jenny van Velden 
said: “At Oakhurst we’re very lucky 
that most of the children who come 
to the school have had a very good 
grade R grounding and when we get 
them in grade one they are ready to 
proceed with literacy as it should be 
done. 

“We are lucky that we have a well-
resourced library and resources that 
assist the teachers in making their 
job a lot easier. We also believe in a 
strong, solid foundation so we have 
gone back to the basics. The phonics 
and the tables are non-negotiables 
and we feel that is what has made our 
literacy and our numeracy strong.

“We work very much as a team 
because we’re a small school. We 
have a small staff so we are able to 
work together as a team and make 
sure that what happens in the foun-
dation phase is carried through to 
the school.” 

Judging from learners’ comments, 
these approaches seem to work. One 
of Oakhurst’s learners said: “I enjoy 
maths because its challenging and 
its very methodical and set rules 
that always stay the same and you 
don’t have to learn exceptions and 
things like that.” 

Another said: “I enjoy reading 
because it brings you into a new 
world and you can just relax and 
get away from everything else. Just 
sit on your bed and read for hours 
without anybody disturbing you.” 

Teacher Adelaide Hoffman says 
there are some other practices that 
the school has embraced which are 
also paying off.

“One of the interventions that we 
apply starts before the class arrives 
,with me. We have personal profiles 

that give the teacher the strengths 
and weaknesses of all the pupils. 
You understand your class before 
they arrive and that gives you an 
opportunity to do your planning so 
you can have extension activities to 
build on strengths and activities to 
help in weak areas.

“We also have smaller groups; 
classes are divided, we work in 
smaller groups and children are 
given special attention, especially in 
areas in which they are weak.”

Brought to you 
by the Western 
Cape Education 
Department

Free at last: Albertina Sisulu with her husband, Walter, after his 
release from prison. Photograph: The Star

Numeracy remains a 
challenge in most schools
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E
arly childhood is a vul-
nerable  and cr i t ical 
period for growth and 
development. Research 
has  shown that  the 

way adults provide for and treat  
young children determines their 
physical, spiritual and emotional 
development. 

By developing young children, 
we can turn them into creative and 
productive members of society. But 
if we get it wrong we end up with a 

cycle in which poor early develop-
ment leads to poor learning skills, 
poor school performance, poor skills 
development and low productiv-
ity. Not all disadvantaged people 
end up in such a cycle, but inad-
equate early development stacks 
the odds against success. Children 
who perform poorly at school often 
become a drain on society in adult-
hood, inflicting on it the costs of low 
productivity, unrealised potential, 
crime and violence. 

The 2000 Nobel prize winner for 
economic sciences, James J Heck-
man, in an article in 2006 on the 
Economics of Childhood: When to 
invest, calculated that for every  
R1 spent on early development  
society saves R7 in social and eco-

nomic costs. We need to create a 
world where children:
• Do not experience violence and 
abuse;
• Receive enough of the right kind 
of food;
• Have parents and caregivers who 
are not always stressed, depressed 
and distracted;
• Have mothers who take care of 
themselves during pregnancy and 
register their newborn children;
• Are part of a dependable family 
structure;
• Are listened to by adults who take 
them seriously;
• Get enough play and the right 
kind of stimulation;
• Have a safe and hygienic environ-
ment, shelter, clean water, proper 
sanitation and healthcare;
• Learn what they need to be pre-
pared for school; and
• Are loved and cared for.

Primary school or grade R teachers 
cannot be responsible for all these 
factors but they can play a major 
role in getting parents and others 
to understand the part they play in 
children’s lives. This argument has 
been developed by the partners in 
the early childhood development 
learning community who look for 
ways to influence attitudes towards 
young children. They hope to clarify 
information about young children 
and develop a commitment in all 
people to meet the needs and rights 
of the country’s youngest citizens.

Derek Pienaar is director of the 
Institute for Partnerships between 
Education and Business (Ipeb)  

South Africa’s future depends on the  
way we raise our children today, writes 
Derek Pienaar

Early childhood development

807015 UNISA teacher.indd   1 7/4/08   1:57:40 PM

Nurturing 
young children 
enables them to 
be productive 
members of society. 
Photo: David 
Harrison



T
he department of education has 
had to act swiftly to correct a 
potentially costly blunder after 
schools were sent error-riddled 
question papers for this year’s 

grade 12 preliminary examinations as well as 
faulty marking guideline memoranda. 

Some of the recipients claim the errors 
in the question papers would have made 
it difficult for learners to work out the 
correct answers. 

The errors, which affected the mathemat-
ics and mathematical literacy papers, have 
caused jitters within the educational frater-
nity and have left a question mark over the 
credibility and integrity of the forthcoming 
matric examinations. 

The timetable for writing the prelims has 
also been a source of concern. A worried par-
ent, who is a member of a school governing 
body and did not wish to be identified, shared 
her misgivings with the Teacher. Although 
the papers were set nationally, she said, there 
was no common national timetable, with the 
result that learners in various provinces wrote 
the same paper on different days, allowing 
learners who wrote the examination earlier 
to alert friends in other provinces about the 
contents of the papers. In some instances, she 
said, papers were posted on the internet.

“Obviously learners who have the benefit 
of this information are able to perform bet-
ter, but this will not be a fair reflection of their 
actual abilities and sets them up for failure 
when they write the final examinations. 

“What concerns me most,” she said, “is that 
universities use these results as admission cri-
teria and companies that offer bursaries also 
use these marks to evaluate candidates.” 

This year’s trial examinations are particu-
larly significant because they will serve as a 
“dry run” for the grade 12s, who will be sitting 
the first examinations since the implementa-
tion of the revised curriculum.

In a written response to queries about the 
system the department’s chief director of 
national examinations, assessment and meas-
urement, Nkosinathi Sishi, assured learners 
and teachers that the department has the 
situation under control. 

The department “accepts full responsibility 
for the error and guarantees that no learner 
will be disadvantaged by the omission,” 
Sishi wrote. The trial examinations were not 
quality assured by Umalusi, the statutory 
organisation, which monitors and improves 
the quality of general and further education 
and training in South Africa; they were pre-
paratory and intended to give candidates the 
opportunity to “obtain a practice session on a 
paper equivalent to the final paper”.

The concern about inaccurate memo-
randa and question papers surfaced after 
anomalies were picked up by members 
of the Suid Afrikanse Onderwysersunie 
(Saou), which reported it to its union’s cur-
riculum services division. 

According to the union one memorandum 
concerning the mathematics paper con-
tained “unacceptable mistakes, with wrong 
principles and methods used”, while the 
mathematical literacy paper was “unaccept-
ably easy — even if the second paper [was] 

expected to be more difficult”. 
The union noted that there was a “high sim-

ilarity between the question papers set and 
the exemplars of papers which were made 
available by the national department”. This 
would result in “examination coaching, high 
marks and false perceptions about learners’ 
understanding of the subject matter”. 

Sue Muller, National Professional Teachers’ 
Organisation of South Africa (Naptosa)’s cur-
riculum expert, said it is not uncommon for 
this kind of mistake to creep in. She surmised, 
based on her experience, that what had prob-
ably happened was that examiners failed to 
effect changes, for instance, ensuring that the 
mathematical principles and methods used 
were correct. Internal moderators, whose task 
it is to identify such faults, should have picked 
them up, said Muller.

“The error is certainly not something that 
can be made deliberately, nor does it reflect 
incompetence on the part of officials involved. 
It is just that people [at this level] tend to 
focus on setting the paper and in the process 
forget to correct or insert suggested changes 
or comments,” she said. 

Muller said the danger with this kind of 
mistake is that teachers who lack experience 
and have limited knowledge of a subject rely 
heavily on the marking guidelines and may 
mark incorrectly. 

Only teachers with experience would be 
able to pick up errors, she said.

Sishi’s explanation of how the problem 
came about backed up Muller’s views. Cor-
rections had been made to the question 
paper during the setting and review proc-

ess, he wrote, “and these changes were 
not reflected in the memorandums, hence 
teachers were provided with an incorrect 
marking guideline”. With regard to math-
ematical literacy paper one, which most 
teachers described as “unacceptably easy”, 
Sishi wrote that the paper was deliberately 
set to “be of a lower cognitive demand than 
paper two”.  

“The distinction between paper one [math-
ematical literacy] and paper two [mathema-
tics] is that 60% of paper one is based on ‘one-
step questions’ requiring recall. Paper two is 
pegged at a higher cognitive level, targeting 
skills relating to application, analysis, synthe-
sis and evaluation and does not include any 
recall questions.

“Therefore, it is incorrect to state that the 
mathematical literacy paper was ‘unaccept-
ably easy’ but rather it was of a lower level of 
difficulty as intended in the subject assess-
ment guideline,” he wrote. 

In the meantime, with the final examina-
tion only a few weeks away, teachers have 
decided the best way to prepare is to stick 
to the exemplar 
papers that were 
distributed by 
the department 
earlier in the 
year. These have 
been drafted to 
ensure teach-
ers know what 
s t a n d a r d  t o 
expect  of  the 
questions.

Maths prelim errors 
cause concern
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The department of 
education promises 
pupils will not be 
disadvantaged by faults 
in exam papers and 
marking guidelines, 
writes Thabo Mahlala

News

With the maths exam almost upon learners, the department of education is 
assuring them there is nothing to worry about. Photographs: Lisa Skinner

☎ 
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OBE for FET
solves assessment 
nightmares
Organising, managing and presenting the 
programme of assessment has never been 
easier! The OBE for FET series provides 
separate assessment portfolios for both 
the teacher and the learner. These 
workbooks implement assessment exactly 
according to Department of Education 
requirements.

The Teacher’s Portfolio and Programme 
of Assessment contains:

• an assessment programme and work 
schedule

• assessment plans
• a list of assessment tasks in the 

matching Learner’s Book 
• assessment instruments for each task 

to record learner achievements
• guidelines for charting learner 

assessment progress and achievement
• templates for calculating the learner’s 

mark for each task
• templates for recording, documenting 

and reporting assessment evidence
• space for charting your assessment 

records and learner achievement for 
your classes

• useful checklists.

You can present this 
workbook as your portfolio 
record of assessment.
The Learner’s Portfolio and Programme 
of Assessment contains:

• portfolio content checklists
• assessment agreements
• an assessment programme and 

work schedule
• assessment tasks and space for 

completing them
• assessment instruments designed 

for each task to record the learner’s 
achievements

• space for charting the learner’s 
assessment, progress and achievement

• space for recording the learner’s own 
evaluation of his or her progress 
(self-assessment)

• assessment declaration of own work
• study skill support.

No more fuss! Learners can 
present this workbook as their 
evidence of assessment.
These Portfolios need to be used together 
with the matching OBE for FET Learner’s 
Book and Teacher’s Guide.  

Be the best

FARM068.pdf   9/15/2008   11:48:28 AM
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K
gafela oa Magogodi rep-
resents a new breed of 
young, talented black 
South Africans who use 
irreverent language and 

poetry-driven social commentary as 
part of “combat literature” aimed at 
provoking debate and conversation.

His use of language is unique and 
manipulated artistically to create 
engaging and hard-hitting critiques 
of the challenges facing the country. 

Magogodi’s first offering was a book 
titled Thy Condom Come, which con-
tained language some might consider 
inappropriate or provocative. This 
was followed by I Mike What I like.  

He has also directed experimen-
tal stage plays such as Itchy City, 
War, Soil, Bread and Blood, which 
he created based on workshops with 
drama students. Magogodi draws 
inspiration from Lefifi Tladi, Ayi 
Kwei Armah, Dambudzo Marechera 
and Lesego Rampolokeng.

How old are you?
Thirty-nine.

How do you earn your living?
I work for Kgafela Productions.

Where did you grow up? 
I grew up in Meadowlands, Soweto, 
M o n t s h i w a ,  M a f i k e n g  a n d 
Braamfontein.

Which schools (primary and 
secondary) and university did 
you attend?
Tshimologo Primary School (1974-
1977), Maponyane Higher Pri-
mary  (1979-1980), Mmabatho High 
School (1981-1986), Fuba (1988-
1989), Khanya College (1993), Wits 
 University (1994-1999).

Did you have a favourite 
teacher/s? 
It is not easy to think of a favour-
ite teacher because for me primary 
school was about survival. We spent 
more time devising methods to 
avoid the dreaded sjambok (such as 
padding our buttocks with cloth). 
Most teachers held tyrannical views 
about discipline and never hesitated 
to use a sjambok. 

But I would single out Mistress 
Pooe as my favourite teacher. 
She was sweet. Her cane never 
reached me. But I could not escape 
encounters with the whips of other  
slavedriver and sjambok-wielding 
teachers.

It was only later, at Wits, far 
beyond the reach of sjambok mani-
acs, that one could easily iden-
tify who one’s favourite teachers 
were. These were Bheki Peterson, 
Adera Ogude, Isabel Hofmeyr, [the 
late] Phaswane Mpe and Odiambo 
Ojwang, all of the African literature 

department — they were great.

Do you still have contact with 
them? 
Yes I keep contact, where I can.  

What were your favourite sub-
jects and why? 
I loved stories and their telling and 
these usually came via language stud-
ies. At primary school I used to impro-
vise folk stories told by my late cousin 
Morwane and my aunt Mangwane 
Dineo (whose tales were mostly about 
witches and their craft). My love for 
stories translated into a love for lan-
guages, literature and history when I 
was at high school. 

From your point of view, what 
are the qualities of a good 
teacher?
One who quest ions the fol ly 
of things and does not just translate 
the school curriculum religiously 
or instruct learners to follow the 
script fanatically.

What are the things a teacher 
should never do/say? 
Please do not tempt me to police the 
tongues and the deeds of the teachers. 

 
What message do you have for 
teachers in South Africa? 
Teach truthfully. 

Teachers

n Introduction to Computers

n The Operating System

n WordProcessing: MSWord

n Spreadsheets: MSExcel

n Graphs

n Powerpoint

n Internet and electronic mail

n Computers in Education

On successful completion 
of this course, learners can obtain 
credit for the Module EUCE511 of 
the ACE (Advanced Certificate in 
Education) of North-West 
University. Apply now for 
December 2007 courses!

OLG Regional Offices Contact Details:
nSakkie Manda,Mpumalanga and Free
State: 082 926 4427 or 082 927 7487 or
Fax:086 678 6444 or sms your name and
address to the cell number.
E-mail: smanda@absamail.co.za

nGerrie Minnaar, Gauteng, Limpopo and
NorthWest: 083 759 2226 or 011 979 1962
or Fax: 011 972 7074 or sms your name
and address to the cellnumber.
E-mail: minagi@mweb.co.za
nEddie Bush, Kwazulu-Natal:
082 413 3685 or 031 765 5131 or
Fax: 031 765 8936 or sms your name and
address to the cellnumber.
E-mail: bush@iafrica.com
n Paul Beselaar, Western Cape,Eastern
Cape, Northern Cape and NorthWest:
083 650 5565, Tel:021 930 2651 or
Fax: 021 930 2935 or sms your name and
address to the cellnumber.
E-mail: beselaar@iafrica.com

Kgafela oa Magogodi: 
‘teach truthfully’

Kgafela oa Magogodi
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When one comes across a difficult situation, it is important to keep calm

Teachers

I
t was a Tuesday morning in June 
2008 at 7.30am when I arrived at 
school (for children with special 
needs) and found the main gate 
locked. 

This was unusual. The car belonging to 
the chairperson of the school governing 
body was parked right in front of the gate, 
blocking entry into the schoolyard. 

When I went to him to inquire about what 
was happening his response was hostile: 
“No employee of the Gauteng department of 
education (GDE) will be allowed in, includ-
ing you, Madam Principal, because your 
employer does not want to finish the school 
for our impaired learners because they are 
not considered to be normal children.” 

I was surprised to hear this remark 
from the chairperson, with whom I had a 
cordial working relationship. 

I was not only taken aback but shocked 
that I, the principal, was being ordered not 
to set foot on my own school premises. I 
had not been consulted about the protest. 

I attempted for a second time to enter 
the gate but my efforts were thwarted. 

The chairperson shouted at me, saying: 

“Ma’am, you’re GDE-employed. Please 
stay away from us. We and our children 
are going to toyi-toyi at the MEC’s office 
today. You can phone your boss if you like 
but nobody will be allowed in today.”

Angry ,  I  t r i ed  to  push  open  the 
gate again, but in vain. Head office offi-
cials who had been informed about 
the toyi-toyiing arrived and tried to 
address the parents, but they (the par-
ents) were in no mood to listen. I tried to 
call them to order but they shouted back 
at me rather menacingly. 

“Go and join your employers. We are 
not interested in talking to you,” they 
said, almost in unison and visibly angry. 

Fortunately a moment of sanity pre-
vailed and we eventually managed to 
address them outside the schoolyard. 

Thereafter they went ahead with their 
march to head office, the children toyi-
toyiing and singing a popular strug-
gle song, Siyaya ePitori siyaya [We are 
marching to Pretoria]. 

When they had gone I thought I would 
be able to gain access to the school. But 
that was not to be. 

As I ordered my staff to move in I realised 
the gate was still locked. I tried to push it 
again but my attempt caught the atten-
tion of a security guard, who came running 
towards me, armed with a sjambok. 

Wielding it threateningly, he addressed 

me in isiZulu: Umphathi wami uthe ngin-
gavuli, suka egatini [I was ordered not to 
open this gate for you].” 

I was embarrassed as he ordered me, 
in front of my staff, to leave the gate. He 
came towards me as he spoke, clearly 
wanting to unleash the sjambok on me. 
That was even more humiliating! I felt 
devastated by the experience. 

I phoned the district director, who 
ordered the staff to go home, but I was 
told to remain behind to check that all 
the learners returned safely. 

About 1pm the learners and parents 
came back looking excited, presumably 
because they had finally had a chance to 
make their protest heard. 

Their toyi-toyiing seemed to have yielded 
positive results because a few days later we 
heard that we had been offered new and 
better premises. In July we moved in. 

So, a situation which had seemed disas-
trous turned out to be positive. What I 
learned from the experience is that keep-
ing calm during moments of madness 
and maintaining one’s dignity may be 
rewarded. But it is not always easy.

Gloria Setshedi is principal of Isipho 
Sethu Special School in Ekurhuleni, east 
of Johannesburg. In 2007 she was a nom-
inee for the National Teaching Awards in 
the category of Lifetime Achievement

Chips down, head up

Gloria Setshedi
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Can’t cope with the 
classroom clutter of 
assessment?
Ensuring learners organise, manage and 
present their evidence of assessment has 
never been easier!

The OBE for FET series provides separate 
assessment portfolios for both the teacher 
and the learner. The Learner’s Portfolio and 
Programme of Assessment workbook 
contains:

• a portfolio cover page

• portfolio content checklists

• assessment agreements

• an assessment programme and work 
schedule

• assessment tasks and space for 
completing them

• assessment instruments designed for 
each task to record the learner’s 
achievements

• space for charting the learner’s 
assessment, progress and achievement

• space for recording the learner’s own 
evaluation of his or her progress 
(self-assessment)

• assessment declaration of own work

• study skill support.

No more fuss! Your learners 
can present this workbook as 
their evidence of assessment.
Your learners will need to use this 
workbook together with the matching 
OBE for FET Learner’s Book.  

Give these terrific tools for managing 
assessment a try!

Can’t cope with the 

Be the best

FARM070.pdf   9/15/2008   11:32:56 AM
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We desperately 
need to combine our 
efforts in the fight 
against HIV/Aids

World Aids Day, December 1

Salim Abdool Karim

O
ne pregnant woman in 
100 had HIV in 1990; 
today it  is  almost 
one in three. Every 
week thousands more 

South Africans become infected 
with the virus and at present about   
5,4-million people in this country 
are living with the virus.

Despite having known about the 
virus for almost 30 years we have 
yet to find a way to curb its spread. 
Some prevention methods are 
known to work, such as safe sex, 
condoms and male circumcision 
and the prevention of mother-to-
child transmission of HIV. Yet the 
continuing spread of HIV — despite 
our efforts with a suite of HIV-pre-
vention tools — means that we must 
do better with proved prevention 
strategies and we must search for 
new ways to stop this virus.

Two important new technologies, 
microbicides and vaccines, are now 
being studied intensively in the 
hope that they may one day prove to 
be effective in fighting HIV. 

Microbicides are compounds 
that kill microbes such as bacteria 
and viruses and are designed to be 
inserted into a woman’s vagina. They 
can be in different forms, but most 
commonly are gels designed to block 
HIV physically or chemically from 
infecting cells in a woman’s genital 
tract. Vaccines are designed to stimu-
late the body’s immune response 
either to prevent infection with HIV 
or to stop a person already living 
with HIV from developing Aids.

These new technologies can take 
several years to develop and they 
must pass stringent tests before 

they are available to the public. 
Modern research in pharmaceuti-
cals involves computer simulations, 
test-tube experiments and labora-
tory studies with animals such as 
mice and monkeys. A drug will be 
tested on humans only if it is shown 
to be safe and potentially effective in 
these studies.

The first tests on humans — called 
phase I trials — are designed to 
investigate safety and appropriate 
dose in a group of between 20 and 
50 people. Phase II trials, which 
may involve 200 to 500 people, also 
assess safety and, in the case of vac-
cines, whether the body’s immune 
system is responding appropriately. 
If the vaccine or microbicide is 

shown to be safe in phase II trials, 
it is tested for long-term safety and 
effectiveness for HIV prevention 
in a phase IIb trial (1 000 to 2 000 
people) or a phase III trial (5 000 to 
10 000 people). To date only three 
vaccines and seven microbicides 
have progressed to these large-scale 
human trials.

Instant success at first attempt 
is rare in science; rather, scientific 
discovery occurs by the painstaking 
process of repeated experiments in 
which each failure provides valuable 
clues to reach eventual success.

We must consider this fact in light 
of two recent clinical trials that 
caused a media furore: one involved 
a microbicide, cellulose sulphate, and 

the other an HIV vaccine, Merck Ad5. 
These trials were stopped early 

because the data suggested that use of 
either product might increase the risk 
of acquiring HIV. These results were 
totally unexpected because all the 
safety assessments in the laboratory, 
in animals and in small groups of peo-
ple had indicated that these products 
were safe and potentially effective.

The large and expensive phase IIb 
and phase III trials are designed to 
answer two questions: is the prod-
uct safe? And does it prevent HIV 
infection? Both the microbicide and 
the vaccine trials did an outstand-
ing job of answering these ques-
tions — even if, so far, they have 
not provided the answers we would 

Scientists need to keep trying to find an Aids vaccine even when success seems to be elusive. Photo: Lisa Skinner

‘Getting cancer is not a death sentence’

As part of raising awareness 
about breast cancer, Beulah 
Jankelowitz, who is an active 

member of the Cancer Association 
of South Africa (Cansa) and also the 
national coordinator of the breast can-
cer support group Reach For Recov-
ery, talks about her experiences. 

When were you diagnosed with 
breast cancer?
I was diagnosed late afternoon on 
August 27 1987, a date I’ll never forget.

Describe what you went through 
emotionally?
Utter disbelief, fear and question-
ing. I had done all the right things, 
had three children before my 30th 
birthday, breast-fed them all, never 
smoked or drank or used the contra-
ceptive pill. Why me?

What form of treatment/s did you 
have?
Initially a segmental mastectomy 
followed by six weeks of daily radia-
tion. A year-and-a-half later I had a 
recurrence in the same breast, which 

necessitated a total mastectomy and 
an immediate reconstruction.

How did you cope with treatment?
I coped well, except for having to 
travel a long distance there and back 
for a short treatment session.

Did you experience any side 
effects from the treatment?
I felt very tired and had continual 
crops of mouth ulcers.

What challenges did you face as a 
breast cancer patient and also as 
a survivor?
I felt alone as I knew no one who 
had experienced this. There was no 
internet then. I didn’t have anyone 
to talk to.

How did you cope?
I come from a strong medical back-
ground and looked up as much as 
possible in the books I found.

I have the most supportive and 
understanding husband who has been 
there for me every step of the way.

I also joined the support group 

Reach for Recovery. I have been 
fully involved for nearly 20 years 
and it has been my salvation. I have 
spoken to close on 1 000 patients 
pre- and post-operatively.

What motivated you?
Camaraderie and support. Being with 
other people who’d been through the 
same experience has always been 
vitally important to me. When I go 
to meetings and mix with my special 
friends, it is like “going home”.

What advice would you give a 
breast cancer patient who has 
just been diagnosed?
It is not a death sentence and knowl-
edge gives you power.

What advice would you give to 
family and friends of breast can-
cer patients?
Be as supportive as possible and give 
tender loving care.

How important is it for cancer 
patients and survivors to join a 
support group?

In my opinion it’s vitally important 
as you are with people who under-
stand and who have been there.

How important is communication 
within the family?
Very important especially at the time 
of diagnosis, surgery and treatment.

What does the breast cancer sup-
port group Reach For Recovery 
offer breast cancer patients and 
survivors?
It offers hope and someone to listen 
to you, someone to advise, as well 
as supplying basic comforts such as 
temporary prosthesis, pillow, bag 
for drain, exercises and literature.

How can Reach For Recovery be 
contacted?
Through all Cansa offices. Cellphone 
083 897 0221. The website is www.
reach4recovery.org.za 

How has having breast cancer 
impacted on you life over the years?
It has made me grow as a person and 
enriched my life. I’ve met wonder-

ful people, helped many and been 
fortunate enough to travel to many 
international conferences. I now 
appreciate so much that I previously 
took for granted. I see the blue of the 
sky and the green of the grass.

What advice would you give 
to the public regarding breast 
health awareness?
The earlier diagnosed the better the 
chances of survival are. Self exami-
nation is very important and only 
takes a few minutes once a month. 
Men are not immune and they too 
can get breast cancer although only 
1% of men get breast cancer

Any other comments you’d like 
to make?
Breast cancer is a scary diagnosis. It 
does not discriminate between race, 
religion, colour or creed. It is not a 
death sentence. It is a life sentence in 
that one needs to be vigilant and go 
for all necessary medical check-ups.

This interview was first published on 
Cansa’s website, www.cansa.org.za

like to hear. Indeed, we would not 
have known that the cellulose sul-
phate gel and the Merck Ad5 vac-
cine increase the risk of acquiring 
HIV in humans without these two 
important trials.

But this disappointment does not 
mean that we should give up on 
research into these technologies. The 
scale of the HIV epidemic is just too 
vast and the need for new HIV pre-
vention technologies too pressing. 

HIV is unique in that no one is 
known to have been cured of the dis-
ease, so we don’t know how the body 
would manage to counter the virus 
and we also don’t know exactly what 
immune system responses to look 
for. As vaccines normally emulate the 
body’s natural immune defences, the 
lack of an effective natural immune 
defence against HIV has severely ham-
pered vaccine development. 

One valuable lesson from the cel-
lulose sulphate microbicide and 
Merck Ad5 vaccine trials is our need 
to increase our understanding of 
the relationship between HIV and 
humans. But such research needs 
to be done in conjunction with and 
as part of large-scale tests in people 
because at the moment there is sim-
ply no other way to predict whether 
a product will work. 

With a rampant HIV epidemic, 
time is not on our side. The need 
for new HIV prevention approaches 
and our joint efforts, as scientists, 
community and government, are 
urgently needed to find solutions. 
As scientists, it is even more impor-
tant that we keep trying even when 
success seems to be elusive. Giving 
up is not an option.

Salim Abdool Karim is professor 
of clinical epidemiology, Mailman 
School of Public Health, Columbia 
University; the director of the Centre 
for the Aids Programme of Research in 
South Africa (Caprisa), Durban; and 
pro vice-chancellor (research): Uni-
versity of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban
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Thamsanqa 
Makhathini, one of the 
winners in this year’s 
Innovative Teachers 
Forum awards, shares 
the details of his project

Innovative Teachers Forum Awards 2008
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Is assessment a 
nightmare?

We have the solution!
Organising, managing and presenting your 
programme of assessment has never been 
easier!

The OBE for FET series provides separate 
assessment portfolios for both the teacher 
and the learner. The Teacher’s Portfolio and 
Programme of Assessment contains:

• an assessment programme and work 
schedule

• assessment plans

• a list of assessment tasks in the 
matching Learner’s Book 

• assessment instruments for each task 
to record learner achievements

• guidelines for charting learner 
assessment progress and achievement

• templates for calculating the learner’s 
mark for each task

• templates for recording, documenting 
and reporting assessment evidence

• space for charting your assessment 
records and learner achievement for 
your classes

• useful checklists.

Stress less! You can present this 
book as your teacher portfolio 
record of assessment.

You will need to use this workbook 
together with the matching OBE for FET
Learner’s Book and Teacher’s Guide.  

Give these terrific tools for managing 
assessment a try!

Be the best

Is assessment a Is assessment a Is assessment a 
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Details
Name: Thamsanqa Makhathini 
School: Mpophomeni High School, near 
Howick in KwaZulu-Natal
Teaching experience: 13 years
Subject areas: Mathematics and computer 
applications technology for grades 10 to 12.

Name of the project
Local is lekker at Mphophomeni to create 
a website about the history of the township 
of Mphophomeni. 

Reason for the project
The area has an interesting political history 
that can be traced back to the 1960s. Former 
president Nelson Mandela was arrested on 
August 5 1962 near Howick after a tip-off 
from informers. 

The area experienced a lot of conflict 
between the IFP and the ANC during the 
1980s. I thought that preserving such an 
important history electronically would be a 
great learning experience. 

I wanted to integrate ICT in a meaning-
ful way, not just to create a website without 
any context. I was motivated by the fact that 
some learners don’t know the history of the 
area and do not value the developments 
that have taken place. There are commu-
nity centres around the area that could be 
of great benefit to learning if learners are 
given relevant projects. 

 
Software and hardware 
requirements 
Camcorder, laptop and desktop comput-
ers, cellphones, Windows Movie Maker, 
Windows Media Player and Microsoft 
FrontPage.

 
Learning outcomes 
● Communicate information effectively by 
using a variety of communication modes 
and tools. This can be achieved by inter-
viewing resourceful people in the commu-
nity and visiting community centres.
●  Use technology to 
locate, collect and 
analyse various 
forms of data 
by recording 
conversations 
using mobile 
phones. Learn-
ers can take 
pictures that 
will be used 
in a video they 
will produce.

● Organise, record and summarise infor-
mation in appropriate electronic formats.
A video will be made to integrate all the 
material gathered. 

Putting the project to 
action 
Step 1: Learners were organised into 
groups of five or six according to their abil-
ity and interest in technology.  
Step 2: Each person was assigned a spe-
cific duty decided by the group leader. 
Step 3: Groups were asked to do research 
about the history of Mphophomeni town-
ship pre-1994.
Step 4: Groups were asked to do a survey 
to verify their assumptions about the work 
of the community centres.
Step 5: Planning for a video was started, 
which would be included in the website, 
using pictures and relevant content taken 
by a camcorder.   
Step 6: Relevant content and pictures/
video were used to enhance the movie.
Step 7: The movie was downloaded to PCs 
using Movie Maker and/or Media Player.
Step 8: A comment and feedback form 
was designed where other students could 
comment on the video content.
Step 9: Key clips were included, such as 

those of the township, schools, compu-
ter room and other relevant venues.
Step 10:  FrontPage was used 
to design a website showing the 
research initiatives. 

Lessons from the 
project
What the learners said:
• The project was useful because 
I learned how to design a good 

questionnaire.
• I learned how to handle data using 

different methods.
• Working together as a group 

was nice.
• I used most of my time at Zenzeleni com-
munity centre to make sure that I finished 
the project on time.
• Teenagers  do learn from past 

mistakes.
• I learned that some of the 

causes of crime are linked 
to  unemployment  and 

poverty.
What I learned:

• I  r ea l l y  en joyed 

seeing my learners grow in the proc-
ess of exploring — hearing and see-
i n g  t h e m s e l v e s  i n  i n t e r v i e w s 
and pictures. 
• The community members’ remarks were 
very encouraging and they wanted to see 
the results of the project so that other com-
munity members could see what learners 
are capable of doing.

Areas of improvement
Because learners were using FrontPage 
for the first time, they encountered some 
challenges. Perhaps they should have been 
given basic website skills so that the look of 
their websites would have been better.

It would have been great to have had one 
or two other schools focusing on the same 
project from a different angle. 

Mixing the groups and allowing learners 
to work collaboratively would have chal-
lenged them further.

Gaps
Learners’ limited research skills meant that  
the content was not as rich and informa-
tive as it could have been. Learners would 
have done better if they were aware of 
other resources such as newspapers, police 
archives and libraries to produce a more 
balanced view.

My interest in ICT education
I have been exposed to a number of edu-
cational programmes that enhance learn-
ing and teaching in an exciting manner.  
My involvement in Schoolnet South Africa 
activities, Microsoft Partners in Learning 
Programmes and Intel Teach made me 
realise that there is a great need to use tech-
nology to improve learner performance in 
our schools. 

It all started when I attended a Vula Pro-
gramme in 2002 at Hilton College. Since 
then I have not missed a class and try out 
new ICT skills with my learners.    

Role of ICT
We really do need to make our learners 
aware of how technology can be used in a 
classroom environment. Even something 
as simple as sharing files via Bluetooth-
enabled cellphones can enhance the learn-
ing experience. 

For more information go to PIL Teacher 
Training Model: http://www.school.za/
PILP/

Microsoft Innovative Teachers Awards: 
http://www.school.za/itf/ 
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• The project was useful because 
I learned how to design a good 

questionnaire.
• I learned how to handle data using 

different methods.
• Working together as a group 

was nice.
• I used most of my time at Zenzeleni com-
munity centre to make sure that I finished 
the project on time.
• Teenagers  do learn from past 

mistakes.
• I learned that some of the 

causes of crime are linked 
to  unemployment  and 

poverty.
What I learned

• I  r ea l l y  en joyed 

Making learning 
fun — Thamsanqa 
Makhathini

Using technology in schools can improve learner performance. Photo: Oupa Nkosi
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n Do you have an unfinished first,
seond or third year Teaching Diploma?

n Did your college close down?

n Are you left out in the cold?

n Are you teaching without a professional 
qualification?

Don’t delay,contact us 
immediately for 

all-year-round enrolment.

CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAMME FROM:
n NPDE (Foundation Phase, Intermediate 
and Senior Phase, Senior and FET Phase)
n ACE (Foundation Phase, Intermediate 
and Senior Phase, History and Life 
Orientation)
n B.Ed Hons. (Educational Management 
Law and Systems, General Teaching and 
Learning, Special Needs Education) 

OLG Regional Offices Contact Details:
nSakkie Manda,Mpumalanga and Free 
State: 082 926 4427 or 082 927 7487 or 
Fax:086 678 6444 or sms your name and 
address to the cell number. 
E-mail: smanda@absamail.co.za

nGerrie Minnaar, Gauteng, Limpopo and 
NorthWest: 083 759 2226 or 011 979 1962 
or Fax: 011 972 7074 or sms your name 
and address to the cellnumber. 
E-mail: minagi@mweb.co.za
nEddie Bush, Kwazulu-Natal: 
082 413 3685 or 031 765 5131 or 
Fax: 031 765 8936 or sms your name and 
address to the cellnumber. 
E-mail: bush@iafrica.com
n Paul Beselaar, Western Cape,Eastern 
Cape, Northern Cape and NorthWest: 
083 650 5565, Tel:021 930 2651 or 
Fax: 021 930 2935 or sms your name and 
address to the cellnumber. 
E-mail: beselaar@iafrica.com

A 
relaxed att i tude to 
exams could mean the 
di f ference between 
success and failure. 
The key to relaxation is 

proper preparation.
Preparation, in turn, is as much 

about understanding how to tackle 
an exam paper, based on the prin-
ciples behind the way the paper is 
structured, as it is about knowing 
your subject.

For accounting learners the 
important thing is to answer all 
questions even though there may be 
some areas in which they are weaker 
than others.

If learners answer only a portion 
of the questions really well, it may 
not be sufficient to pass. On the 
other hand, if all the sections are 
covered — even if they are not han-
dled well — the chances of passing 

are better.
Learners must not be tempted to 

spend more time on the sections in 
which they think they can do well 
than on those of which they are 
less certain. 

Preparation and the actual exam 
should be planned around the 
degree of difficulty of questions. 
When working through previous 
exam papers, the sequence of work 
should be prioritised according to 
the degree of difficulty of the ques-
tions. Put the easiest questions at 
the top of the list and the more dif-
ficult ones at the end. Learners 
will gain confidence as they work 
through the easy ones — especially 
when they are answered in the allot-
ted time.

Time management is crucial 
because spending too long on one 
question — even if it is done per-

fectly — will not allow enough time 
to work effectively on the others. 
When going through previous exam 
papers, learners should concentrate 
on keeping to the time limit for each 
question as this will equip them to 
do the same during the exam itself. 

A useful hint for those who are 
working on the Pastel Certified 
School Program (CSP) is to take 
advantage of the CSP “voice”, which 
explains how accounting principles 
must be applied. Pastel’s CSP also 
allows you to repeat exercises in 
stages until you understand exactly 
what you need to do.  

When it comes to working through 
the difficult questions during the 
weeks before the exam, make good 
use of the tools you have. Textbooks 

are the best source of both theory 
and practical exercises and previ-
ous exam papers always include the 
answers, so you can refer to them to 
help you work out whether you are 
getting things right. 

Learners will never be asked a 
question about a topic they have not 
covered in the syllabus.

Do not start writing an exam 
immediately. Spend a few minutes 
planning how the paper should  be 
tackled. Some questions carry more 
marks than others. These are usu-
ally those about complex issues such 
as VAT, cash flow statements, analy-
sis and interpretations, manufactur-
ing and other financial statements. 
Examiners want to make sure that 
learners have a good grasp of the 

underlying concepts to be a good 
accountant.

One important tip: do not in the 
exam use a calculator with which 
you are unfamiliar because precious 
time can be wasted on trying to fig-
ure out how it functions. 

Be accurate. Be quick. And good 
luck to all teachers and learners. 

Perdick Mzizi taught accounting 
at a Germiston High School for 10 
years, six of them as head of depart-
ment. He now works for Softline 
Pastel, training teachers to use the 
software. For more information 
about the program, contact the 
Pastel Training department on 
011 304 3670 or e-mail 
schools@pastel.co.za

Prepare 
well and 
relax
Perdick Mzizi gives accounting students 
some tips for exams

Do not start writing an exam immediately. Spend a few minutes planning how the paper should be 
tackled. Photograph: Oupa Nkosi



Tips for teachers
• Reading must be fun and must 
lead to discovery — it must never be 
a chore or a punishment.
• Make sure that you make interest-
ing books available. Sport and adven-
ture books work best with boys.
• Start with the basics. First a child 
must be able to recognise and read 
all the letters of the alphabet, then 
he or she needs to know the sounds 
associated with each letter.
• Build vocabulary by writing a few 
words on the chalk board each day 
that may occur in stories and refer to 
the words several times a day so 
that learners become familiar with 
the spelling and the sound.
• Introduce learners to a book 
before leaving them to read it 
— discuss the characters they will 
meet and the background against 
which the story is set so the learner 
has “hooks” on which to hang mean-
ing when reading.
• Divide books into different genres 
and display them like that. For each 
book prepare a blurb that best cap-
tures what that book is about. This 
will help children pick books that 
are likely to interest them.
• Start a class book club so that 
learners can exchange ideas about 
books they have read and swap 
books instead of buying them.
• Talk in class about what learners 
have read at home.
• Use literature to introduce other 
learning areas. For instance, read 
a story about a relevant historical 
event before beginning a social sci-
ences lesson.

Tips for parents
• Spend time looking at books with 
your child so that reading becomes a 
time of bonding.
• Create a regular “story time” dur-
ing which your children sit around 
you and you read to them. Read with 
enthusiasm. Make reading fun and 
use voice inflections.
• Give books as presents so that chil-
dren learn that they are valuable.
• Encourage everyone in the family, 
including grandparents, to read.
• Take turns when you read with 

In the beginning
Reading is the gateway to knowledge, writes Jenny Rault-Smith, who offers 
some suggestions about how to get children to read more

Our nation’s education is our commitment
www.nasou-viaafrika.com

FARM071

Evaluating 
assessment?

We have the solution!
Let the OBE for FET assessment portfolios 
guide you in your overall reflection and 
evaluation of the assessment programme 
and learners’ performances, ensuring that 
you:

• Comment on learner support that can 
be recommended for enrichment.

• Record the part of the portfolio that was 
most meaningful to your learners.

• Note whether your learners were 
motivated by the assessment tasks and 
explain why.

• List the skills tested that were different 
to those tested in examinations and 
tests.

• Comment on the rubrics used to assess 
your learners’ skills. 

• Provide written suggestions on the 
rubric(s) and supply the revised rubric.

Just watch your learners soar!

You will need to use these workbooks 
together with the matching OBE for FET
Learner’s Book and Teacher’s Guide.  

Give these terrific tools for managing 
assessment a try!

Evaluating Evaluating Evaluating 

Be the best

FARM071.pdf   9/15/2008   11:37:07 AM

We are offering comprehensive scholarships 
to financially needy learners, who are 
currently in Grade 6, to complete Grades 
8-12 at selected leading private and public 
secondary schools from 2010 onwards. The 
scholarship includes the full cost of tuition, 
boarding and several other allowances.
Applicants must show above average ability 
and potential in Mathematics and English and 
must clearly demonstrate financial need.

THE ALLAN GRAY ORBIS FOUNDATION IS LOOKING FOR SOUTH AFRICA'S BRIGHTEST GRADE 6 LEARNERS

TO SHINE THEIR WAY THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL WITH OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 24 OCTOBER 2008

For more information visit 
www.brightsparkswanted.co.za

or call us on 0861 239 235

STAND OUT 
FROM THE REST!

Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to change the world.  Nelson Mandela

HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS!

THE SCHOLARSHIP INCLUDES: 
✔ School tuition and hostel fees 
✔ Travel, uniform, stationery, clothing and 

other allowances
✔ Personal development

TO APPLY: 
Please contact the Allan Gray Orbis Foundation 
on 0861 239 235 for further information or 
visit our website where you can download the 
application form.
www.brightsparkswanted.co.za
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Give books 
as presents 
so that 
children 
learn that 
they are 
valuable. 
Photograph 
David 
Harrison
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your children — let them read to you 
and then read to them.
• Talk to your children about what 
they have read at school.
• Allow children to participate in 
the story you are reading by stopping 
and asking simple questions, such as 
“How many cows are there?”, “Why is 
grandmother sad?”, “What colour is 
the car?”.

Jenny Rault-Smith is chief director 
of  curriculum and assessment 
in the general education and 
training phase in the  department 
of education. This article is in sup-
port of the department of education’s 
Foundations for Learning campaign. 
It aims to strengthen the teaching 
and learning of literacy and 
numeracy
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Encourage 
quality in 
your school
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BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL AU PAIR
Spend a few months gaining 
experience in home-based care,which 
includes first aid, health and safety and prac-
tical experience. Once training is complete, 
we’ll facilitate an international placement. 
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
In just six months you will learn the basics 
of Labour Law. Available  through distance 
learning, academically supported and certi-
fied by the University of the FreeState.

OLG Regional Offices Contact Details:

nSakkie Manda,Mpumalanga and Free 
State: 0829264427 or 0829277487 or 
Fax:086 678 6444 or sms your name and ad-
dress to the cell number. 
E-mail: smanda@absamail.co.za
nGerrie Minnaar, Gauteng, Limpopo and 
NorthWest: 0837592226 or 0119791962 or 
Fax: 011 972 7074 or sms your name and 
address to the cellnumber. 

E-mail: minagi@mweb.co.za
nEddie Bush, Kwazulu-Natal: 0824133685
or 031 765 5131 or Fax: 031 765 8936 or sms 
your name and address to the cellnumber. 
E-mail: bush@iafrica.com
nPaul Beselaar, Western Cape,Eastern 
Cape, Northern Cape and NorthWest: 
0836505565, Tel:0219302651 or 
Fax: 021 930 2935 or sms your name and ad-
dress to the cellnumber. 
E-mail: beselaar@iafrica.com

T
he minister of educa-
tion talks about it. So do 
district officials. Excel-
lent schools discuss 
it at meetings. The topic: 

quality.
Even though educators talk about 

quality, is it part of the learners’ 
vocabulary? To some extent the 
answer is yes — young people do 
have an understanding, even if it is a 
distorted one of quality.

Imagine the young soccer player 
being given total freedom to choose 
a pair of boots. He or she will prob-
ably gravitate to the most expensive 
boots in the shop. When it comes 
to clothes, most children are aware 
of brand names and quality. As the 
child matures, he or she learns that 
quality is not always determined by 
a brand name or a price tag.

Even the youngest primary school 

child can be made aware of quality 
without the actual word being used. 
A grade one teacher, for example, 
lets the children know that “gold-
star-on-the-forehead” work involves 
giving of one’s best.  

Good schools realise the impor-
tance of making all their learners 
quality conscious, for instance by 
discussing admirable role models in 
various fields of endeavour. 

These schools publicly praise the 
achievements of learners and staff 
at prize-giving ceremonies and sport-
ing events. Many of them nominate 
educators for the national teaching 
awards. 

There are daily experiences in the 
classroom in which quality can be 
acknowledged. At primary school 
level a class might like to have a 
“Quality Kid of the Week” award.

A simple certificate given to the 

weekly winner would delight the 
recipient. Metal badges engraved 
with the words “Quality Kid” could 
be presented, with the winners 
wearing the badge for a week. Some 
suggested themes for Quality Kid 
awards are:
● I try my very best in maths.
● Wow, my marks have improved 
since last term!
● My manners are of five-star 
quality.
● I’m a true friend to my classmates.
●  My  read ing  i s  improv ing 
wonderfully.
● I love reading. 

The South African Quality Insti-
tute (SAQI) has a Quality Kid pledge. 
Quality Kid winners could be chosen 
on the basis that they adhere to one 
or more elements of the pledge.

Despite its simplicity, the pledge 
contains core leadership and man-
agement principles:
● “Give of my best in all that I do” 
reflects the principles of hard work 
and perseverance.
● “Do things right the very first 
time” is part of the “zero defect” 
quality principle. Tasks should be 
done correctly the first time. Tasks 
that have to be repeated because of 
mistakes waste time, human and 
physical resources.
● “Show kindness, caring, honesty 
and respect” highlights the impor-
tance of these values.
● “Strive to keep on improving all 
the time” reminds the child that 
there’s always room for improve-
ment. Nobody reaches perfection 
but everyone should try for it.
● “Care for our beautiful South 

with “quality kid” awards
Getting the best out of your class

When learners try harder to improve their work and behaviour it
should be acknowledged. Primary school classes can be motivated
with a “quality kid of the week” award 

Winners could
be awarded with
a certificate

Metal badges could be made
to be worn by winners

should be acknowledged. Primary school classes can be motivated

Winners could
be awarded with
a certificate

Metal badges could be madeMetal badges could be made
to be worn by winnersto be worn by winners

should be acknowledged. Primary school classes can be motivated
with a “quality kid of the week” award 
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Schools can have various
quality award themes for
different grades. These
can be used to motivate
improvements in everything
from maths to manners:

    I try my very best in maths
    Wow! Have my marks
    improved since last term!
    My manners are of 
    five–star quality
    I’m a true friend to 
    my classmates
    My reading is 
    improving wonderfully
    I love reading

Quality award themes
Schools can have variousSchools can have various
quality award themes forquality award themes for
different grades. Thesedifferent grades. These
can be used to motivatecan be used to motivate
improvements in everythingimprovements in everything
from maths to manners:from maths to manners:

    I try my very best in maths    I try my very best in maths
    Wow! Have my marks    Wow! Have my marks
    improved since last term!
    My manners are of 
    five–star quality
    I’m a true friend to 

Quality award themesQuality award themes

Quality kid pledge

Each winner can take a pledge to

reinforce commitment to improvement 

give my best in all that I do

do things right the very first time

show kindness, caring, honesty and respect

strive to keep on improving all the time

care for our beautiful South Africa

I’m a “quality kid” because I ...

✃

Photocopy or cut out and
stick on to certificate, or
give to a printer to copy

onto metal badgesQuality kid pledge

Each winner can take a pledge to

reinforce commitment to improvement 

Photocopy or cut out and
stick on to certificate, or
give to a printer to copy

When learners try harder to improve their work and behaviour it
should be acknowledged. Primary school classes can be motivated
with a “quality kid of the week” award 
should be acknowledged. Primary school classes can be motivated
with a “quality kid of the week” award 

✃

do things right the very first time

show kindness, caring, honesty and respect

strive to keep on improving all the time

care for our beautiful South Africa

Mark Hayward shares how schools can 
prove their commitment to excellence
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Africa” is evident in the neat school desk (no 
carving in the woodwork). The care includes 
picking up litter. This pledge extends to car-
ing for the school environment and beyond.

Although it’s called the Quality Kid Pledge, 

it applies to everyone, whatever his or her age.
Other ways that schools may prove their 

commitment to quality education is through 
vision and mission statements. Entrance and 
classroom displays reflect quality achieve-

ments and highlight admirable character 
traits of learners and staff members. 

Schools may choose to organise competi-
tions for poster slogans incorporating the 
words “Quality is …”.

The principles and practice of quality 
are important and should be an integral 
part of the day in every classroom in every 
school. Rather than highlighting quality 
during a focus day or week during the year, 
daily reminders could be incorporated in 
the classroom environment in the form 
of ongoing displays of quality work, with 
different learners acknowledged during 
the year. 

This year World Quality Week takes place 
from November 10 to 14. Throughout the 
world Quality Day will be celebrated on 
November 13. 

The SAQI colour themes are green and 
white. Why not celebrate the outstanding 
quality in your own classroom or school?

SAQI has a range of programmes dealing 
with quality principles and practices. Poor 
schools are sponsored. For more details, 
please contact Vanessa du Toit on 
012 349 5006  www.vanessa@saqi.co.za or 
Richard Hayward on 011 888 3262 
www.rpdhayward@yahoo.com 

Tips for teachers 
How to manage disruptive learners 

 Setting targets for improvement
If a learner’s behaviour is impeding their progress, ask them at a quiet
moment to mark themselves out of 10 for their performance (behaviour) in
the lesson. When they do that and they give themselves, say four out of 10,
reply: “Good, what are you doing right to get those four marks? Discuss this
then ask what they need to do to raise the mark — use this to set a specific
achievable target for the next lesson. Always review the target set

 Using the power of peer pressure
If all else fails, seek the assistance of a cooperative learner from the
previous year who had a similar difficulty and ask him or her to sit down with
the younger learners to tell them: “What I wish I had known then that I know
now.” This takes courage but with the right match, this type of peer support
can make a difference

Tips for teachers brought to you by
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Tips for teachers Tips for teachers 
How to manage disruptive learners 

 Setting targets for improvement
 behaviour is impeding their progress, ask them at a quiet

moment to mark themselves out of 10 for their performance (behaviour) in
the lesson. When they do that and they give themselves, say four out of 10,
reply: “Good, what are you doing right to get those four marks? Discuss this
then ask what they need to do to raise the mark — use this to set a specific
achievable target for the next lesson. Always review the target set

 Using the power of peer pressure
 fails, seek the assistance of a cooperative learner from the fails, seek the assistance of a cooperative learner from the

previous year who had a similar difficulty and ask him or her to sit down with
the younger learners to tell them: “What I wish I had known then that I know
now.” This takes courage but with the right match, this type of peer support
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moment to mark themselves out of 10 for their performance (behaviour) in
the lesson. When they do that and they give themselves, say four out of 10,
reply: “Good, what are you doing right to get those four marks? Discuss this
then ask what they need to do to raise the mark — use this to set a specific
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Switch banks, start saving
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T
he affordability of bank-
ing is an obvious point 
to consider, yet it is often 
overlooked when choos-
ing a bank account. 

Too many people are still not 
adequately informed about finan-
cial products and services, the most 
important of which is a transaction 
account for day-to-day banking. 
They seem neither to know nor to 
care what their banks are charging 
them in fees alone for core services. 
If they could see just how much they 
were paying — which often runs into 
several hundred rands a year — they 
would be shocked, particularly as 
there are more affordable accounts on 
the market because traditional banks 
compete with one another and with 
newer, more innovative banks.

Consumers have freedom of choice. 
Unfortunately, most still do not view 
banking decisions as they would gro-
cery shopping or even a motor vehicle 
purchase. Most of us do some com-
parative shopping to get the best deal, 
because who doesn’t want to pay less 

if they can? It’s puzzling then, given 
the exorbitant banking costs, why 
consumers don’t shop around before 
committing to an account.

Freedom to choose
Did you know, for example, that you 
can bank at one financial institution, 
obtain a credit card from another and 
apply for a home loan through yet 
another? Believe it. When you open a 
bank account you are under no obli-
gation to make use of all the products 
or services offered to you. This is great 
news because it means that you are 
empowered, as a client, to make your 
own decisions and to pick and choose 

the products that suit you best.

Shop around
Core banking is a basic right, not a priv-
ilege or a luxury, and everyone should 
be able to transact or save in the most 
affordable and simplest way possible. 
Fortunately, affordable, accessible and 
simplified banking does exist, so when 
choosing a bank account you need to 
know what your options are. Read the 
newspapers, watch television, visit all 
the banks and stay informed. 

You can also speak to a branch 
consultant, visit the bank’s website 
or even contact the client-care centre 
for more information. If you prefer to 

Shop around before making important banking decisions, writes Yolandé van Rensburg

Personal finance

Switch banks and save
over R1 000 per year in bank fees.
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Terms and Conditions apply.  24-hour Client Care Centre 0860 10 20 43 or visit www.capitecbank.co.za
An authorised financial services and credit provider.  Capitec Bank Limited  Reg. No.: 1980/003695/06

NCR Reg. No.: NCRCP13 

Deposit your salary into a Capitec Bank savings account and get the lowest transaction fees.

It could mean a saving of over R1 000 per year based on typical transactions per month:
 4 ATM withdrawals, 5 debit orders, 2 balance enquiries, 1 statement, 2 inter-account transfers, 

monthly fee and 4 debit card purchases. Also get the highest interest on daily savings.

Global One Banking Facility

800506_Capitec_Switc_10x7_R3.indd   1 7/8/08   4:54:55 PM

Ask Yolandé 
If you have any questions 
relating to banking or financial 
services, please SMS them to 
“teacher” followed by your 
query. We will answer them  
for you. The number is 42507 
(SMS costs R1).

Do you know what your bank is charging for transactions?

take more time to think about your 
decision simply ask for a product bro-
chure that summarises the account, 
all its benefits and the fees charged. 
You will be surprised to see just how 
much typical banking costs can vary. 

Pay attention to the monthly admin-
istration fees, debit card purchases, 
cash withdrawals, stop orders and 
debit orders, to name a few. After all, 
there’s no sense in wasting money and 
paying excessive charges when there’s 
a more affordable option available. 
Calculate what a typical number of 
transactions would cost you at each of 
the banks and remember to ask lots of 
questions and get as much informa-
tion as you can — what are the branch 
hours, how accessible is your money 
and are there unique benefits? 

Opening an account
Once you have researched all the 
available options it is simple to 
switch banks or open another 
account at a different bank. The 
typical documents required are your 
South African identity book, proof 
of residence stating your full name 
and physical address and a deposit 
to activate the account. This deposit, 
which is usually the account’s mini-
mum balance, may be as little as R10, 

depending on the bank.

Lesson for learners
October is dedicated to teachers as we 
celebrate World Teachers’ Day. I have 
the following challenge: give your class 
a short lesson in the value of making 
careful and considered choices, as dis-
cussed in this month’s column.

You have the power to influence 
future generations, so show them how 
easy it is to take that first step towards 
financial freedom by shopping around 
before making important banking 
decisions. The partnership with a bank 
is about the relationship, the products, 
the service support and the costs.

Yolandé van Rensburg is head 
of corporate communication at 
Capitec Bank

Customer Services
PO Box 12119, N1 City 
Goodwood, 7463
Tel: (021) 596 2300 
Fax: (021) 596 1222
Email: oxford.za@oup.com

FREE Teacher’s Hotline: 

0800 202 463
www.oxford.co.za

Developed specifically for the new Grade 12 National Senior Certificate exam.

Questions and answers as well as a mock NSC exam paper allow constant 
practice and highlight potential problem areas.

Revision timetable to assist learners and their parents to effectively plan for 
their upcoming exams.

Tips on common exam content, errors and how to deal with them 
encourage, build confidence and help prepare learners for the unknown.



Distance Education Programmes

The University of Pretoria 

offers three distance education 

programmes to teachers who 

want to advance their careers:

ACE: Education Management •	

ACE: Special Needs Education •	

BEd (Hons) Education •	

Management, Law and Policy 

We offer:

Excellent student support •	

Fees covering all learning •	

material – no hidden costs 

Exam centres and contact •	

sessions throughout South 

Africa

Leading Mindswww.up.ac.za

All	 educators	 who	 would	 like	 to	 find	 out	 more	 about	 the	 University’s	 distance	

programmes are invited to return this coupon to: PO Box 22041, Helderkruin, 

Roodepoort, 1733 or fax it to (011) 768-1248.  For further enquiries, you are 

welcome to contact Andries Pelser at tel: (011) 760-3608 or cell: 073 232 3173 

e-mail: edutel_upta@iafrica.com *www.edutel.co.za

Title: ................  Initials:  ....................  Surname ........................................................

Postal address:  ...........................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

Tel no: (work):  ................................ (home)  ...............................................................

(cell) .............................................................................................................................

Programme in which you are interested in receiving further information:

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

PHONE (011) 760 3608 or 073 232 3173
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Ours is the only University with the unique Open 
Learning System that lets you structure your 
studies to suit your personal circumstances. 
So you decide when you are ready to write 
exams.

As a student you will receive excellent support. 
We are constantly in touch through sms, phone 

and fax. We have annual contact sessions at 
various centres throughout the country and have 
more than 100 examination centres nationally.

There are no hidden costs in our fee structure. 
Your programme fees cover learning materials, 
textbooks,	examination	fees,	stationery	etc.

We	 also	 disburse	 student	 loans	 repayable	 in	
very easy installments. 

The University of Pretoria is a world-class 
institution whose staff and students are often 
honoured for their academic achievements. 
Join this Faculty and you join the leaders in 
education.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
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Most of the web space conversations taking place 
around the subject originate in the developed world, 
also some developing countries. MLearning, from 
their perspective, focuses on the enhancement of 
learning through the incorporation of mobility i.e. 
cell phones, PDA’s, MP3 Players, iPods etc.  

MOBILE LEARNING: The Good The Bad and the Ugly
Mobile Learning has become a bit 
of a buzz word in education with 

the proliferation of mobile technol-
ogy through our society in general, 
and being particularly noticeable 
amongst our tweens and teens. 

While academia is still struggling to 
define exactly what Mobile Learn-
ing (or MLearning) is and how it 

differs from e-Learning, those at the 
coalface of education are calling any 
learning through mobile technology 

MLearning, until better defined. 

ing lessons based on news and events

Other initiatives include HaDeDa, a spelling tutor, 
IGLOO, a tool to facilitate a learning environment 
and Dr Maths. The latter is a service that runs 
through MXit <http://www.mxit.co.za/web/index.
htm> and is manned by students of the University 
of Pretoria. It can be added to your contacts on 
MXit at 079 992 3961 and it provides learners with 
mathematics homework help in real time. 

The University of Cape Town has, under the 
leadership of Gary Marsden, been piloting locally 
relevant and internationally noted applications. 
Other local initiatives are not only truly inspiring 
but are also a tribute to our innovative teachers, as 
with the Grade 11 Life Science students at Cornwall 
Hill College who produced mobile videos of their 
dissections and made them available to learners who 
have not had the same opportunities. Some of these 
can be downloaded from <http://www.thutong.
org.za/LearningSpaces/MobileLearningSpace.
aspx>.

Despite the obvious potential that the use of 
personal mobile technology has for education in 
South Africa, there are some obstacles in the way of a 
smooth integration in the classroom. With the media 
hype about the dangers and vulnerability of our 
children exposed to an unscrupulous online society, 
it becomes imperative for schools to acknowledge 
that learners are pro�cient BUT rather naïve users. 
Taming this beast requires a two-pronged approach. 
Firstly, establishing clear guidelines to regulate 
the use of these potentially disruptive devices 
is a very important �rst step.  An example of an 
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) is available on the 
Thutong Education portal <http://www.thutong.
org.za/ResourceFiles/37596/34988/34962/
IT%20Policy%20CHC.pdf>, also from 
Talk School <http://www.talkschool.
org.uk/downloads/policies/
AcceptableUseofICTandMobilePhonesPolicy.doc>
They can be changed to suit your schools needs. 

Writing an Acceptable Use Policy for a school or for 
that matter any institution, is not something that 
is done once and then shelved,  it is an ongoing 
process of negotiation and, more times than we 
care to admit, a case of playing catch-up with new 
trends. The process should be continuous and should 
endeavour to provide guidelines about culturally 
embedded as well as emerging technologies.  
There is not a generic blanket policy for all schools 
as the needs of a school are unique and situated. 
Policies that govern ICT use in general and mobile 
technology speci�cally, all aim to establish a 
clear understanding of the responsibilities of all 
those involved and ultimately form the backbone 
of e�ective practice, balancing the potential 
advantages to be had from the use of the technology 
with the risks of unacceptable material and 
activities.  It is vital to include all the stakeholders 

in the process. The document should consider 
managerial needs, sta�, parental and learner needs. 
Considerations around Mobile Technology should 
include the personal and often privately �nanced 
nature of the technology, its ubiquitous presence 
and the security risks associated with it.
Secondly, we need to educate our learners to 
become digital citizens and tackle online bullying, 
netiquette (etiquette for the Internet), mobiquette 
(etiquette for the mobile phone) and online safety as 
part of our curriculum. 
For some guidelines have a look at <http://
publications.becta.org.uk/display.cfm?resID=259
34&page=1835> and <http://publications.becta.
org.uk/display.cfm?resID=35446&page=1835>.

A few great examples of projects that are well worth 
looking at can be found on the website o� Futurelab. 
Have a look at Mobimissions <http://www.
futurelab.org.uk/projects/mobimission>

“The idea of the Mobimissions project is that the 
players set each other ‘missions’, leaving them in a 
particular cell. Players wandering into that particular 
cell are able to see any missions left there and decide 
whether to accept them”.  There is something similar 
at Create-a-Scape <http://www.futurelab.org.uk/
projects/create_a_scape> using PDA’s. 
These examples however, do not necessarily re�ect 
the realities of South Africa given the expense of 
mobile technologies. 

Mobile phones and other mobile technology can 
not only extend the borders of the formal classroom, 
but also provide access to the information society if 
made a�ordable. 

Locally Meraka <http://www.mobiled.org.za>,
a division of the CSIR, has been investigating 
how mobile technology can be used to support 
education. An application like the Audio wiki 
platform allows access to the Internet via a low 
level phone. This has been adopted by UNICET and 
is being used to provide access throughout the 
developing world <http://cmw.mepemepe.com/
index.php/Main_Page>.

In a way, it is inevitable that education takes note 
of this “silent revolution of personally �nanced 
computing devices” as Joel Selanikio, the co-founder 
of DataDyne terms it. We have, however, the bene�t 
of going through many technology revolutions and 
innovations that were poised to change the face of 
education forever… and didn’t.  We can re�ect on 
the onset of this new wave of innovation, and choose 
to integrate the best of what the technology has to 
o�er in ways that will enhance and support our quest 
to give our learners the best opportunities in a rapid 
changing world. 

Some other interesting links:
ËCreate quizzes that can be downloaded onto 
mobile phones <http://www.mobilestudy.org>
ËBrowser for Mobile Phone, Opera mini browser 
<http://www.operamini.com>
ËMobile search engine, Find.mobi <http://�nd.
mobi>
ËFlickr mobile <http://m.�ickr.com>
ËReally easy to use mobile website creator <http://
www.wirenode.com/>
ËGraphing Calculator <http://teavuihuang.com/
tvh-72g/>
ËGraphing calculator and their other math midlets 
<http://www.math4mobile.com/>
ËCreate and send documents on the mobile phone 
in various electronic document formats <http://
teavuihuang.com/allformatwriter/>
ËHave to have Indian Ocean Tsunami Detector 
<http://teavuihuang.com/tsunamidetector/>

ËGuest author: Adele Botha
Adele is a researcher at the Meraka Institute, working on 
the MobiLED initiative and heads up the IT at a College 
in South Africa. She is currently completing her PhD at 
the University of Pretoria under supervision of Salome 
Human-Vogel and John Traxler, and has had extensive 
experience in the integration and use of Educational 
Technology. Her area of speciality is mobile learning for 
education and development.
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An eye-opening workshop
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What can happen if you are HIV positive 

Divide class into groups of six. If possible ensure that you have an even number in each groups so that pairs
can work together when necessary
Each person will be given 12 cards face downwards. Listen to the instructions before you look at your cards
You have just found out that you are HIV positive. This means you will have to face certain choices
You have five minutes to decide which of the six cards to give up. When you are HIV positive you
have to give up things that matter to you. Put the six cards you have chosen on the table
Each person take two minutes to reflect on your feelings (silently)
In your group share your feelings/experience of giving up the cards. What was difficult? (10 mns)
The purpose is to share your feelings. Do not try to analyse what you gave up
One person from each group report back on what they lost and how they felt

Please find a partner at your table (1mn)
Hold your cards remaining six cards so the words face you and your partner can't see them
Now, ask your partner to pick up three cards fron the six cards left in your hands (5mns)
Each person take two mins to reflect on your feelings (silently)
You had no control over what was taken away from you. Tell the group how you feel (10 mins)
A few volunteers can share what they felt with the whole class
Draw some lessons and close the exercise (lOmns)

Divide class
into groups
of six

Each person
will be given
12 cards face
downwards

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

This experience was designed by people living with HIV/AIDS
The purpose is to personalise and appreciate the impact of finding out you are HIV positive
Keep in mind that HIV/AIDS involves sex, fear, shame, death, denial, stigma, silence and discrimination. In many instances, HIV takes away control

Source: UNITED NATIONS DEPARTMENT HIV/AIDS

Loved one:
Spouse

    Child
    Parent
    Brother or sister
    Best friend

Physical
appearance:
    Weight loss
    Skin condition
    i.e. Karposi’s
    Muscle tone
    Overall physical
    condition

Residence:
    House
    Apartment
    Room

Bodily
functions:

Sight
    Hearing
    Taste
    Sexuality
    Bowel and
    bladder control

Mental
reasoning:

State of mind
Memory
Speech
Co–ordination
Comprehension

Physical
mobility:

Ability to run
    or walk
    Ability to operate
    a bike, car or
    other means of
    transportation

Future plans:
Career

    Children
    Schooling
    Marriage
    Travel

Inter–
dependence:

Community
support and
acceptance
Family ties
Friendships
Social standing

Financial
security:

Job
    Bank account
    balance
    Savings

Favourite
activity:

Dancing
    Sports
    Hiking
    Art
    Music
    Pets

Social life and
relationships:

Lovers
Friends
Neighbours
Co–workers
Family

Rights:
Dignity

    Respect
    Non–
    discrimination
    Equality and
    equity
    Participation
    Non–violence
    Confidentiality

✃

Cut out or photocopy

A B C D E
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H
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An experience in loss 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + +

INSTRUCTIONS    Round one

Round two

Cards

Joan Dommisse 
looks at an exercise 
that helps people 
embrace being HIV 
positive

The reasons why HIV has fallen
Passed its peak?
Prevalence of HIV in SA 
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clinic attendees
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The latest report suggesting that 
there has been a possible slow-
down of the HIV-epidemic 

in South Africa should be regarded 
as an act of providence, rather than 
something for which the department 
of health can claim credit.

The antenatal HIV survey for 
2007 showed a possible fall in the 
percentage of HIV among pregnant 
women attending public sector 
antenatal facilities.

But the figures have introduced a 
fresh controversy: the absolute fig-
ures do not add up. This anomaly 
is not easily ascertainable, how-
ever, from the graphs in the health 
department’s document. 

The problem is that the assump-
tions made by the analysts to create  
a coherent picture are not recorded, 
thus clearing the way for the charge 
that the data have been manipulated 
to give the impression of victory in  the 
war against HIV. 

The department of health has said it 
will prove the veracity of its document. 
Assuming that the figures are genuine, 
is the graph really an indication that 

the tide of the HIV pandemic is turn-
ing? The answer is “yes”. 

It would be startling if the figures 
had dropped in 2006 and again in 
2007. If there has been a decrease what 
would have brought it about? 

Suggestions that it is a triumph for 
national safe-sex campaigns can be 
discounted immediately — nowhere 
else in the health service is there any 
evidence of sex being practised more 
safely: the incidence of other sexually 
transmitted diseases, including syphi-
lis, is inching up; even HIV patients 

on antiretrovirals do not appear to 
be using condoms more frequently 
and, anecdotally, sexually active teen-
agers report that they use condoms 
only occasionally. Besides, in addition 
to the lack of results, the campaigns 
themselves are visibly a hotch potch of 
confusing messages.

There are three possible explana-
tions for the dip in the graph:  
● The natural progression of the 
epidemic: all known infectious dis-
eases have shown a similar pattern 
— a period of rapid escalation of new 

cases, a plateau period and a state of 
decline. For some time doomsday 
scenarios claimed that because of 
the sexual nature of infection, HIV 
might prove to be the exception to 
this trend and the South African 
epidemic might never decline. Yet 
evidence from other countries (most 
prominently Uganda, Brazil and 
Thailand) seemed to bear out the 
typical epidemic pattern. Naturally 
the rapid escalation and plateau 
phases are country specific — one 
cannot predict when the graph will 
dip.
● The influence of cumulative death 
rates: HIV deaths nationally are dif-
ficult to assess, but probably range 
between 300 000 and 500 000 a 
year. In removing large numbers 
of HIV-infected mothers from the 
potentially pregnant population 
death alone might explain the fall-
ing numbers.
● The effect of ARV therapy on a 
population: the infectiousness of 
HIV in a population is related to the 
amount of virus in the blood of the 
infected individuals, called the viral 

load. Thus, it would make sense 
that the more people receiving treat-
ment the less infection is likely to be 
transmitted.

The likely reason for the apparent 
decline in levels of HIV infection is a 
combination of these factors. 

What will be more interesting as 
the years pass by is whether this 
decrease will be maintained and 
how, as increasing numbers of peo-
ple take antiretrovirals, opposing 
trends play out. On the one hand 
the death rate will fall and the num-
ber of people living well on ARVs, 
and hence falling pregnant, will 
increase; on the other, infectious-
ness is expected to diminish as the 
national viral load comes down.

What is certain is that the health 
department should not be quick to 
claim credit for the apparent slow-
down in the HIV epidemic since 
only the ARV treatment programme 
can be attributed to public policy. A 
treatable infectious disease, the inci-
dence of which declines because of 
accumulated death rates, should be 
a matter of national shame. 

T
he United Nations Losses 
Exercise was designed 
by people living with 
HIV/Aids to help others 
personalise and under-

stand the impact of finding out they 
are HIV positive. It lends itself to 
classroom use and is appropriate for 
learners between 14 and 18 years. 

The “lesson” is ready-made and all 
the workshop leader needs to do is 
follow the instructions. 

I spent two hours with 24 grade 11 
boys and girls at Kensington Second-
ary school and found the programme 
I had put together ran like clockwork. 
It is possible to abridge the material 
— I fit it into a 45-minute lesson.

The workshop allows the educator to 
break the resistance to HIV/Aids infor-
mation in schools.

Tshepiso, one of the learners, said: 
“I’ve learned that you can never know 
enough. I came with the mentality 
that I’ve heard enough about Aids, I 
don’t need to know any more. I came 
out thinking differently.”

An area that cannot be ignored if 
you want to get the best out of the 
Losses Exercise is the need for learners 
to have the linguistic tools to describe 
complex emotions and feelings. 

English teachers will recognise this 
as a problem area. Many learners 
responding to a poem, for instance, 
seem unable to get beyond descrip-
tions like “happy” or “sad”. So I built 
this skill into the programme. I was 
delighted by the results and saved a 
number of responses. 

I started with the group seated in 
a circle. We lit a candle in the centre 
and one of the girls sang — her voice 
moved me to tears. 

This method of communication, 
known as “The Way of Council”, cre-

ates a sense of ceremony and enables 
the members of the group to hone 
their listening skills. It also gives each 
member the opportunity to speak.

In the first round I asked each mem-
ber to describe his or her feelings 
in terms of weather conditions and 
explain why he or she was in that par-
ticular emotional state. 

I gave them examples: an internal 
thunderstorm with lightning spiking, 
soft, nurturing rain; a hurricane lash-
ing the coast; the perfect day; heavy 
rain; and so on. I had not met these 
learners before but I was already 
entering into their lives when they 
described their ups and downs. 

The next, less-personal round 

introduced the use of metaphors to 
describe feelings. I gave a few exam-
ples: I feel helpless, like a bird with 
a broken wing; I feel excited, like a 
soccer player who has just scored a 
goal; I feel aroused, like a guy kiss-
ing the girl he loves.

Each learner, in turn, could offer 
an example from a list. 

Here is a sampling from that list: 
bored, disappointed, hopping mad, 
scared, relieved, uptight, irritated, 
lonely, determined, tearful, proud. 

We reaped a wonderful harvest 
with these teenagers coming up with 
innovative and mature responses.

I feel depressed: like a mother 
who regrets having an abortion 

Each participant is given 12 cards 
which the facilitator cut out and pre-
pared beforehand (see the graphic 
and the instructions). 

Because of the way the workshop 
is structured it runs seamlessly. It is 
easy for the workshop leader to join 
one of the groups and listen in. 

In the final stage each person was 
left with a different set of three cards, 
so their take on their “situation” kept 
the levels of interest high. The discus-
sion was less gloomy than I expected. 

Learners did not see HIV infection 
as the end of the world. One girl, in 
spite of feeling a bit embarrassed, 
pointed out that you can still have 
sex with your partner as long as you 
use condoms, and life can go on. 

The final round took us back to our 
circle. I asked the participants what 
the workshop meant to them. 

Sibongile said: “This workshop 
was a real eye-opener for me. We are 
forever fighting to get what we don’t 
have, but people living with HIV/
Aids are fighting just to be normal.”

Thabile commented: “This work-
shop was educational and encoura-
ging at the same time. I always 
thought I had problems, only to find 
out that I was kidding myself.”

Mmabatho had this to say: “We 
were very grateful that Joan Dom-
misse was present at Kensington Sec-
ondary School to help us know more 
about HIV/Aids and the challenges 
that affected and infected people go 
through on a daily basis.”

The last person to speak was Bless, 
who took the words out of my mouth 
when she said: “All that remains now 
is for us to spread the word.”

So often in a circle this kind of 
magic occurs — the final word is a 
solution or a way forward. 

Joan Dommisse is a former English 
teacher and an educator in the area 
of HIV/Aids who conducts work-
shops with teenagers. She can be 
contacted on jdommisse@iburst.
co.za or by phoning the Teacher on 
011 250 7300.

(Shadrack); like someone who is in 
debt (Merlon); like a mother who 
does not know how she is going to 
feed her kids (Khanyi); like some-
one who has just found out he/she is 
HIV positive (Bless).

I feel on top of the world, or in 
seventh heaven: as if I had just won 
the lottery (Rosa); as if you have 
given birth to twins (Dada); like a 
scientist who has discovered a cure 
for Aids (Shadrack); like a successful 
businesswoman who’s test-driving a 
Bentley (Mmabatho); like a girl over 
her first boyfriend (Khanyi).

The next stage of the workshop 
requires participants to move into 
groups of six and later to work in pairs. 
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ASSESSOR TRAINING (Or programme of your choice)

plus another training programme for as little as 

 over 12 months!R600 or R50 per month

thats not all!!

* TOP PERFORMANCE “Your outcomes-based programme

 on becoming a top learner &

* Free Stationery (while stocks last)

other programmes to choose from:

MODERATOR, NQF 6 (10 Credits) FACILITATE LEARNING (OBE), NQF 5 (10 Credits)

Lead & Manage People, NQF 6 (20 Credits) Manage Teaching and Learning, NQF 6 (20 Credits)

NQF 6 Credits

Manage Organisational Systems &Physical & Financial Resources, NQF 6 (20 Credits)

Understand School Management & Leadership in the SA context, NQF 5 (10 Credits)

Manage Policy, Planning, School Development & Governance, NQF 6 (20 Credits)

Develop a Portfolio to Demonstrate School Management & Leadership Competence, (10 )
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C
an mobile learning 
(m-learning) really make 
a difference to teachers 
and learners ? On the face 
of it the question seems 

a “no brainer”. Internet WorldStats.
com calculates that in 2006 only 10% 
of the country’s  population had access 
to the internet and e-learning, while 
cellphone penetration was 70%, so 
it seems to make sense that we should 
harness the technology .

In the school where I taught every 
learner had a cellphone and the 
devices became the bane of our lives. 
They rang at inopportune moments 
during lessons, they were harnessed 
by exam cheats to distribute  the cor-
rect answers to friends and they were 
used to summon parents to school 
when a learner felt he or she had been 
hard done by, without the school 
being aware that any infraction had 
occurred. Consequently the school 
considered banning  them. 

An initial look at how cellphone 
technology is being used in vari-
ous research projects, both local 
and international, might seem 
daunting  for teachers. In an effort 
to be rele vant, sophisticated support 
tech nologies are being used. For 
example , one of the Meraka Insti-
tute projects is employing Audio 
Wikis, a technology with which 
many of us are unfamiliar . Other 
projects require teams of tutors. All 
of this seems a bit out of reach for 
the average teacher.

To evaluate m-learning we need to 
experiment with simple strategies . 
The cellphone is merely a tool or, 
more accurately, a set of tools we 
can harness to enhance teaching 
and learning. Here are a few sug-
gestions for using some of the tools 
found on cellphones:

Text Messaging (SMS): This can be 
used to alert members of the school 
community. I’ve used it to bulk 

SMS my class to remind them of an 
upcoming test (although my learn-
ers complained that it was not “cool” 
to receive messages from a teacher). 
Similarly, schools can use SMS 
to alert parents to school events and 
so on. 

At a more sophisticated level 
Audio Wiki allows the learner to 
text a request for an article from a 

Wiki website. The service phones 
the learner back and an automated 
voice reads out the article.

Video camera: Ask the learners to 
create a video demonstrating what 
they have learned, for example a skill 
learned in biology or to recreate  a 
newscast of a historical event. In any 
learning area or subject where there 

is an opportunity to “show”, ask the 
learners to film it. The video can 
either be made in one take (very sim-
ple) or, if the learners are willing  to 
work out new technologies, let them 
edit their efforts on a computer to 
create a more professional product . 
Use the Bluetooth facility on the 
phones to distribute the films to the 
cellphones of other class members 
and encourage discussion and posi-
tive criticism. Save these videos and 
use them later as a revision exercise.
 
Camera: We are always being asked 
to contextualise our lessons. So ask 
the learners to identify in their local 
environment examples of what they 
have learned. If, for example, the 
class is about energy saving ask them 
to document good and bad practices 
of energy use in their community. 
Print out all the photographs and ask 
the learners to create  a wall chart on 
which they label their photographs 
with comments.

GPS: Some of the latest cellphones 
show the latitude and longitude 
coordinates at which the phone is 
positioned. Social science/geogra-
phy teachers could use this facility 
to reinforce map work by making 
groups of learners design a treasure 
hunt, hiding clues for the next coor-
dinate in an elaborate route around 
the school or community. Teachers  
of other subjects might use the 
treasure hunt to reinforce learning 
in a fun way. Each set of coordinates 
offers an academic task that must be 
performed before the team can con-
tinue to the final “treasure”. 

So, while academics, researchers  
and experts argue about how best 
to integrate cellphones into our 
teaching  and learning, why not 
find out for yourself if they can add 
value to the way you teach? Use or 
adapt the suggestions above and let 
the Teacher know what you find. If 
nothing else, the learners will get a 
kick out of using their prized cell-
phones in a fun and new way.

Andrew Moore is a former teacher. 
He has an MEd degree in computer -
assisted education. He works for 
Neil Butcher and Associates, an 
education technology consulting 
company

Andrew Moore 
looks at cellphones 
in a new light 

In 2006 only 10% of the 
country’s  population 
had access to the 
internet and e-learning 
(top), while cellphone 
penetration was 70% 
(above), so it makes 
sense that we should 
harness the technology
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Christina Hlatshwayo 
reviews
XIJAHATANA by MC Lubisi 
(Maskew Miller Longman) R59,95

T
his interesting book, 
on the theme of per-
severance, is about 
the agony of a boy 
( M i s a v e n i )  w h o 

goes in search of truth after he 
discovers he was stolen from 
his biological mother by the 
woman he has always known 
as his mother. 

After encountering many 
difficulties he finally man-
ages to locate his biological 
mother. At the start of the 
book the author introduces 
 Misaveni, who is confused 
because the woman he has 
always believed to be his 
mother told him, before 
lapsing into unconscious-
ness, that this is not so, but she 
dies before she can tell him who his 
mother is.

The boy sets on a journey to 
 discover the truth. The first person he 
asks is his uncle, Bilankulu, who con-
firms that indeed he does not belong 
to the family of the dead woman.

He finds out that his biological 
mother once worked on farms in 
Duiwels Kloof, now known as Mod-
jadji’s Kloof, in Limpopo. 

Although he has never set foot 
there, Misaveni, sad, confused and 

bitter, vows to go in search of her. 
When he finally reaches Mod-

jadji’s Kloof he meets a man called 
Fahlaza Mashimbye, who puts him 
in touch with locals who give him 
further leads. On his way he gets 
a lift from Mudau, who gives him 
accommodation for a night. Lit-
tle does he know that this “Good 
Samaritan” is involved in traffick-
ing human parts and has targeted 
Misaveni.

But Mudau’s daughter, Hum-

bulani,  t ips Misaveni off 
and helps him 
e s c a p e .  S h e 
also puts him 
in touch with 
a  woman who 
points  h im in 
the right direc-
tion and there he 
discovers that he 
was indeed stolen 
from his mother. 
In the end he is 
reunited with his 
mother and  marries 
 Humbulani.

The novel, which 
sustains the read-
er’s interest right 
through ,  concen-
trates on the main 
character, Misaveni, 
with other charac-
ters, apart from Hum-
bulani, playing only 
minor roles. 

The author uses sim-
ple language accessible 
to today’s learners and 
readers are exposed to 
Xitsonga idioms, which 
Misaveni uses when he is 

deep in thought. 
The lesson to be learned from 

the story is that perseverance is 
the mother of success. Misaveni 
encounters a number of hurdles but 
his tenacity pays off. 

I recommend this novel for grade 
10 learners. 

Christina Hlatshwayo is a teacher 
at Vumbeni Primary School in 
Katlehong, east of Gauteng

Books

Diana Heyman reviews
THE STUDY AND MASTER STUDY 
GUIDE 10 FOR ENGLISH FIRST 
 ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE by 
Jeanne Maclay-Mayers (Cambridge 
 University Press) R94,95

This study guide, a compre-
hensive text covering the 
entire language curriculum 

for Learning Outcome 4 in grade 10, 
is recommended for the ambitious, 
self-motivated learner who wishes 
to consolidate and excel in English 
language concepts.

It contains an informative and 
detailed contents 
page, which is use-
ful in directing the 
learner to specific 
sections of language 
knowledge and skills. 

After a brief revision 
of the eight basic parts 
of speech, the guide 
builds on the founda-
tions established in the 
general education and 
training (GET) phase. 
Skills and knowledge 
acquisition are com-
municated in a logical 
progression, thus helping 
establish solid founda-
tions for the further development of 
language concepts.

The text is supported with relevant 
tasks and activities using contempo-
rary and age-appropriate resources 
such as newspaper and magazine 
excerpts and comic texts, as well as 
script dialogue. The guide is learner-
friendly and explanations are suffi-
ciently thorough that no additional 
resources are needed to supplement 
this learning tool. 

Although each language concept 
is dealt with thoughtfully and thor-
oughly, some of the explanations are 
lengthy and cumbersome and grade 
10 learners may become bogged down 
in the detail. The use of a bold font or 
the highlighting of key definitions 
would assist learners to scan key con-
cepts quickly. A further criticism is 
that some sections (tenses and aux-
iliary verbs) are excessively detailed 
and are “weighted” too heavily in 
terms of the requirements stipulated 
in the National Revised Curriculum 
 Statement (NRSC).

Some of the explanations are 

laboured and arduous and this may 
prove to be a deterrent to learning. 
In addition a number of concepts 
are given too much focus and this is 
unnecessary at this stage of the further 
education and training (FET) syllabus.  

The use of the study guide as a 
resource will provide learners with 
opportunities to practise “everyday” 
practical literacy and communica-
tion skills. The tasks are designed to 
reinforce critical language awareness. 
Extracts from familiar local publica-
tions are used to explore concepts of 
bias, stereotyping, emotive, persua-

sive and manipulative 
 language. 

Opportunities for 
learners to contem-
plate their own atti-
tudes and values 
are woven into the 
tasks. The text also 
gives examples of 
correct format, 
style and regis-
ter for a variety 
of transactional 
writ ing ski l ls . 
This study guide 
addresses more 
than the clini-

cal acquisition 
of language and grammar skills; it 
seeks to meet the requirements of 
the new  curriculum. 

A valuable feature is the “activity 
tasks” provided at the end of each sec-
tion. These tasks give the learner a 
useful diagnostic tool with which to 
assess and monitor his or her progress 
and level of understanding. The activ-
ity tasks also may be used as an “open-
book test” for revision purposes.

As with any study guide this 
resource should not be viewed as a 
replacement for the teacher/educator 
but rather as a reinforcement tool. 

The guide is designed to be used as a 
complete resource, with each new con-
cept adding a further element to the 
English language model. Diligent use 
of the book will ensure that solid foun-
dations for the language component of 
the FET phase are established in grade 
10, the introductory year of the FET 
phase of learning.

Diana Heymans teaches English 
home language to grades nine, 
11 and 12 at The Kings Schools in 
Robin Hills, Gauteng

Guide helps to 
consolidate skills

Win dictionaries
Five educators who teach grade three to seven learners can each win 
the Oxford South African Illustrated School Dictionary courtesy of 
Oxford University Press. Published for use by learners in grades three 
to seven, the Oxford South African Illustrated School Dictionary is 
designed for easy use, while introducing learners to the style in which 
most adult dictionaries are written. The dictionary is designed to 
help young learners find words easily and quickly. It contains bold 
headwords, a clear layout and alphabet guides down the sides of the 
pages, making it easy to use. It not only provides accurate definitions 
and pronunciation guidance for words that are most useful to primary 
school learners, but also offers high-quality illustrations to boost 
learners’ understanding of more complex words. To win SMS “teacher 
oxford” to 32368 (SMS costs R1).
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B
elieve it or not, it’s that 
time of year again: the 
Christmas holidays are 
just around the corner. 
So if you haven’t sorted 

out where you are going or what to 
do over the festive season, now is 
the time to get the wheels in motion 
to avoid disappointment.

This is especially true if you have 
plans to go overseas. Flights to the 
United Kingdom, for example, are 
filling up fast. The limited economy 
seats go first, so if you don’t want 
to pay a premium, get in touch 
with the airline of your choice and 
book now. The best options on 
the London route this Christmas 
are Etihad, the national airline of 

Book now 
for festive 
deals
Sharon van Wyk looks at affordable 
Christmas holiday packages

the United Arab Emirates, with a 
total ticket price of R8 867 (R5 500 
for the ticket and taxes of R3 367) 
and Virgin Atlantic with R9 747 
(a cheaper ticket price of R5 200 
but way more in taxes at R4 547). 
Both have seats available from 
December 8 to January 4 2009.

If the idea of skiing the top 
European slopes over Christmas 
appeals to you, there are some 
great package deals. 

Thompsons, for example, is offer-
ing a seven-night trip to Kitzbuhel 
in Germany from December 20 to 27 
for R18 373 a person. 

It may sound like a lot of money, 
but remember this is the peak holiday 
time and the package includes return 
flights on South African Airways 
to Munich, transfers to and from the 
airport, seven nights’ accommoda-
tion at a top pension in Kitzbuhel 
on a bed-and-breakfast basis, the serv-
ices of a Thompsons ski representa-

tive and a welcome dinner.
A great local Thompsons pack-

age is to spend the New Year holi-
day in Cape Town with a week 
at the Park Inn on trendy Green-
market Square — right in the 
middle of the Mother City — for 
R6 473 a person. 

The price includes return flights 
from Johannesburg to Cape Town, 
departing on December 26 and 
returning on January 2 2009, seven 
days’ car hire and seven nights’ 
accommodation at the hotel on a 
bed-and-breakfast basis. 

The package includes special 
discounts at certain bars and 
restaurants.

If you want a slightly cheaper 
option to a more exotic destination, 
returning home just before Christ-
mas, then R9 802 will get you a 
week at the Tropical Beach resort on 
Malindi Beach in Kenya. 

The price includes return flights 
from Johannesburg, seven nights’ 
accommodation and breakfast, 
lunch, dinner and all local drinks 
each day. The only condition is that 
you must book a return date before 
December 22. This represents huge 
value for money and perhaps is 
one of the best Christmas holiday 
packages available. 

If the idea of a cruise floats your 
boat then you can take advantage 

of a special five-night/six-day Pearl 
of the Orient package. It includes a 
flight from Jo’burg to Singapore and 
transport from the airport to the 
port to board the SuperStar Virgo 
where your cabin will be home for 
five nights with all meals and daily 
entertainment. 

The tour visits Penang, Malacca 
and Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia and 
Phuket Island in Thailand before 
returning to Singapore and your flight 
back to Johannesburg. All of this costs 
R15 671 a person.

Departure dates for the Pearl of 
the Orient cruise are either Decem-
ber 7 or January 4 2009.

A more affordable ,  but less 
exciting cruise option is offered 
by Flight Centre aboard Starlight 
Cruises’ Melody. 

Departing Durban on December 
15 or January 5 for four nights, the 
Melody will cruise Mozambique’s 
turqoise waters via Maputo to 
Barra Lodge at Inhambane. 

The prices start at R4 280 a per-
son for a standard inside cabin and 
include meals, daily entertainment 
and the captain’s cocktail party.

The lowdown
For more information on these 
and other package deals over the 
Christmas period, visit Thompsons 
on www.thompsons.co.za or 
phone 011 770 7511; 031 275 3500 
or 021 408 9555 and Flight Centre 
on www.flightcentre.co.za, 
tel 0860 400 727

If a ski holiday is in your plans, great packages are available

Fighting HIV/Aids
Advertorial

The Open Learning Group, in associa-
tion with North West University, is offering 
an accredited off-campus programme on 
HIV/Aids. Our programme has a holistic 
approach on HIV/Aids in the workplace 
not only from an individual aspect, but the 
impact it has on all walks of life.
The economic burden placed on in-

dividuals as well as business has far-
reaching implications. Since people are 
the country’s assets, a business is a shell 
without people. One of the threats today 
is HIV/Aids. Managers do not have any 
control over the influence the disease 
has on business. However, by education 
you can create awareness of the dos and 
don’ts and improve knowledge on meth-
ods to prevention. 
Open Learning Group, in association 

with NWU, offer a training and aware-
ness solution that will address these 
challenges. Among these are awareness, 
acceptance and attitude, the importance 
of knowing your status and prevention 
methods. 
Create an understanding of the impact 

of HIV/Aids in a micro and macroeco-
nomic environment. Design and develop 
workplace policies and procedures. Im-

prove relationships by educating staff on 
relationships and acceptance of people 
living with HIV/Aids.
The programme is a flexible study mod-

el accessible to people in any location 
and they can manage their own learning 
pace. It is accessible to people with ir-
regular working schedules and has no or 
little impact on the business process. 
People do not have to attend training 

sessions. Continuous support is given 
by means of subject specialists from 
North West University, SMS, call centre 
and internet. On successful completion 
the participant is issued a North West 
University Certificate.

Enroll now in this programme 
by contacting our call center 
on Tel: 011 670 4850 or 
SMS: 31948
or e-mail: Charlotte@olg.co.za
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I
t is always appropriate, after 
a reasonable period, to review 
the functioning of any law, 
regulation or policy with 
a view to seeing what can 

be improved. That is the source of 
human development and must be 
welcomed. However, the timing and 
nature of any review are not self-
evident and need to be defined.

A review of outcomes based edu-
cation (OBE) in South Africa would 
note that it is barely a decade old — it 
was first introduced in 1998 — and it 
is important to appreciate that this 
curriculum change process is the first 
comprehensive revision since the 
demise of apartheid. It was “stream-
lined and simplified” following the 
Chisholm report, but the fundamen-
tals have remained intact.

Second, any review would have 
to take note that this radical new 
approach was delivered in a con-
text that was highly uneven, with 
schools and teachers at different 
levels of development (and under-
development). That makes any 
policy implementation a huge chal-
lenge in that the messages, the cur-
riculum support materials and even 
the policies have to speak to various 
constituencies, themselves often 
divided and within a context of edu-
cation itself as a “contested terrain”.

With regard to the nature of the 
review we must know that this is not 
intended to lead us into a position 
where we abandon the course we 
have chosen. If we have strayed from 
the path we must get back on to it, 
but we have no intention of turning 
back after such a short distance.

Having said that, I note the following 
about the introduction of OBE into 
South African schools. First, I am a 
strong supporter of OBE, understood 
as a system in which teachers take pro-
fessional decisions about the achieve-
ment of prescribed outcomes by their 
learners. I know there are other inter-
pretations, and many details that 
underlay such a definition (and cause 
endless difficulties), but as a teacher I 
do believe it can only be a good thing 
for teachers to be given a set of desir-
able outcomes and to devise learning 
programmes that will best assist their 
learners to achieve these.

Second, not all teachers are the same, 
and that was perhaps a near-fatal flaw 
in the system. Before 1994 many teach-
ers had been involved in the process 
of curriculum reform, albeit outside 
the law, under the banner of “People’s 
Education for People’s Power”. The 
rationale was that if the authorities 
didn’t provide a decent curriculum 
you created one yourself and prepared 
your own teaching materials collec-
tively, voluntarily and for the good of 
others and the country. 

These progressive teachers were 
well-informed and well-read on 
the theory and practice of the cur-
riculum (and, of course, the “hidden 
curriculum”). They were active and 
committed and worked long hours 
to give learners hope beyond apart-
heid. They were leaders of both edu-
cational and social change.

I fear that, as policy makers, we 
assumed too much in changing our 
curriculum. What we saw were teach-

There were assumptions, too, about 
teaching and learning materials. 
Teachers were to design and produce 
their own and children would use 
available local materials to formulate 
and solve problems. However, the 
conditions under which most were 
teaching and learning were wholly 
inadequate for any approach requir-
ing inquiry or research given the 
absence of books and other materials 
in schools.

There were also errors of design. 
These were identified early on and 
corrected, but the legacy still per-
vades the system. We lost sight of 
some of the basics — especially the 
good ones such as learning tables and 
proficiency in reading and writing. 
Textbooks were devalued and teach-
ers who did not use group work were 
missing out. Time, texts and tests 
— the three elements of a successful 
education system — were “designed 
out” of the curriculum and teachers 
did many things except teach, while 
children did many things without 
actually learning.

In retrospect I think it can be 
argued that there were errors of 
process in introducing the new 
curriculum. The implementation 
plan began with grade one and was 
intended to move through to grade 
12 (hence “Curriculum 2005”) in a 
linear fashion, but at various stages, 
in response to various imperatives, 
“leaps” were made, with more than 
one grade starting in a particular 
year, suggesting that the logic may 
have been flawed. But since the full 
introduction of the new curricu-
lum this year we have also seen the 
effects of an external examination 
on the system in terms of its ability 
to drive change, and one has to ask 
if we should have considered other 
methods: phase by phase perhaps or 
in reverse order.

The other criticism of the process 
was, of course, the now notorious 
“cascade model”. This is a pity, since 
a properly managed and materials-
driven cascade can be effective and 
was probably required to reach all 
our teachers as rapidly as possible. 
There were two concerns about the 
preparation of teachers: one was the 
content, quality and consistency of 
training (compounded by the dif-
ferent levels teachers had reached), 
the other was that the system of 
providing direct training to teachers 
set up serious tensions between 
them and their principals and sub-
ject advisers. All of these have com-
promised, to some degree, the OBE 
implementation process.

T
he department has taken 
various steps to address 
these flawed assump-
tions about teachers 
and schools, the flawed 

design and the implementation 
concerns. These include Dr Linda 
Chisholm’s substantial refinement 
of the curriculum, which eliminated 
much of the complexity, removed 
unnecessarily complex terminology 
and reduced the number of out-
comes to be achieved. 

The National Curriculum State-
ment (NCS) for grades one to nine 
became, for a while, the “Revised 
NCS”, and all the amendments were 
well received and have guided us 
ever since. 

For example, in the drafting, 
after the Chisholm amendments, of 
the NCS for grades 10 to 12 strong 
account was taken of these develop-
ments. The statements are far more 
specific than they would otherwise 
have been and teachers have wel-
comed the greater sense of direction 
and advice. The specificity has also 
enabled us to move more rapidly 

to a national examination system 
at grade 12 and will have the same 
effect with regard to the forthcoming 
national assessments of grade three 
and grade six learners.

We must recognise that OBE is 
potentially a progressive and libera-
tory approach to education. However, 
in a country like South Africa, with 
its deep inequalities, the sad irony 
is that it has been most liberatory 
for the best-trained and resourced 
teachers and schools, while the rest 
have found it to be a burden and a 
disappointment. Instead of enhanc-
ing the professionalism of teachers 
and drawing on their wisdom and 
experience it has caused many to 
retreat, to claim confusion and to be 
disempowered.

However, recent changes have 
been introduced to counter this. 
One of the most dramatic lessons 
has come from the Kha ri Gude 
Mass Literacy Campaign, recently 
launched by the education minister. 
The materials developed for this 
campaign have already won inter-
national recognition and they guide 
the teacher on a daily basis through 
the entire learning programme, as 
does the Foundations for Learn-
ing Campaign, which spells out in 
detail the materials and the daily 
teaching programme needed in 
every classroom.

Schools have even been given 
learning programmes that may be 
used by teachers who need such 
guidance as they plan for the year. 
Assessment guidelines provided 
to all teachers make specific refer-
ence to the basic skills which got lost 
on the way. The message is clear: 
reading, writing and calculating are 
firmly back in our schools.

Duncan Hindle is director general of 
education

Ten years after the introduction of outcomes based education the system has been dramatically 
revised, writes Duncan Hindle

Comment

Teachers 
constantly ask to 
be ‘capacitated’ 
or ‘workshopped’ 
before anything 
becomes possible

ers who had deep inadequacies, albeit 
none of their own making. Their own 
schooling had been poor and their 
training as teachers often poorer. Con-
tent knowledge was lacking and what 
was taught at many of the teacher col-
leges related more to control of chil-
dren than to effective teaching and 
learning. 

The related error was the assump-
tion that teachers were inherently 
driven to work hard and do well. After 
all, we thought, activist teachers we 
had worked with might have been 
prevented by the authorities from 
doing their proper jobs but they had 
spent hours after school and at week-
ends overcoming these limitations, 
doing whatever they could, all in the 
interests of the child. Regrettably, we 
seem to have lost that revolutionary 
spirit and have not been able to 
replace it with a professional ethos 
that has the same effect. 

We see a lack of commitment to 
the task and to the child and teachers 
constantly ask to be “capacitated” 
or “workshopped” before anything 
becomes possible. Confidence was bru-
tally sapped from many people under 
apartheid and we must appreciate the 
caution people exhibit in regard to tak-
ing a lead. But having grasped power 
from the apartheid regime and been 
given control over the quality of edu-
cation too many teachers have simply 
given it away again, waiting to be told 
what, when and how and absolving 
themselves of responsibility.

The materials for the Kha ri Gude Mass Literacy Campaign have won international recognition and they guide the teacher on a daily basis 
through the entire learning programme
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T
here is a meeting of 
minds among those 
in education that the 
country needs a highly 
professional, motivated 

and disciplined teaching force. 
This cannot be achieved unless 

there are systems in place to develop, 
monitor and assess teachers’ per-
formances. Successive ministers of 
education have during their terms 
of office introduced various tools 
and instruments to set this process 
in motion. 

But instead of strengthening or 
building on the existing models 
each minister introduced com-
pletely new rules of the game. For 
instance, Sibusiso Bengu introduced 
the Development Appraisal System 
(DAS), which was later discarded. 
At the time there was talk of “DAS 
is dead”. This was followed by Kader 
Asmal’s Whole School Evaluation, 
which was also ditched, and then the 
incumbent minister, Naledi Pandor, 
came up with the Integrated Quality 
Management System. There is talk 
that this is destined for the scrap-
heap and that the National Educa-
tion Evaluation and Development 
Unit would replace it. 

Needless to say, in the absence 
of a credible and fully endorsed 
assessment tool, teachers work in a 
vacuum in which professional and 

personal growth could be stunted 
and in which poor classroom prac-
tices could take root. The outcome 
is inevitable: poor learner perform-
ance which tarnishes the integrity 
of our education system.

What is needed is for the edu-
cation department and teacher 
unions to put aside their differ-
ences and identify the positive 
elements in all the previous evalu-
ation systems and develop a new 
one that would be agreeable to all 
parties. 

Teacher unions have been fiercely 
opposed to the current evaluation 
approach of using inspectors on the 
basis that it is punitive rather than 
developmental.

But the unions also pointed out 
that the lack of expertise at the level 
of district and provincial offices, 
whose responsibility it is to imple-
ment these policies, is another rea-
son for concern.

These are relevant concerns and 
they will have to be dealt with in an 
effort to move the debate forward. 
Although it is the education depart-
ment’s call to put systems in place, 
unions must also educate their 
members about the need to be part 
of these new measures.

We support the view that teach-
ers deserve sound assessment prac-
tices. This will not only enhance 
their accountability but also their 
professional integrity. But the meth-
ods and procedures to achieve these 
should be open, transparent and, 
most significantly, geared towards 
professional enrichment. Almost 32 000 teachers in South 

Africa are employed on a tem-
porary basis, according to the 

national department of education. 
Education Minister Naledi Pan-

dor revealed this figure during the 
national assembly’s “internal ques-
tions session” when she responded 
to questions from DA member 
George Boinamo.

Boinamo sought to establish the 
number of temporary teachers 
employed in each province, how long 
each teacher had worked, the reasons 
for each being employed on a tempo-
rary basis, whether the minister had 
taken any steps to cut down the num-
bers of temporary teachers and the 
nature of such steps.

Pandor said that as of July 2008 
31 949 temporary teachers were 
employed by the various education 
departments, “one in three” of them 
in KwaZulu-Natal. 

A total of 27 323 (86%) of these 
teachers have been in service for less 
than two years filling “substantive 
posts that are in the process of being 
filled through the advertisement of 
vacancy lists”, she said. 

As for the remaining 4 626 (14%), 
Pandor said she had “directed the 
education department to establish 
why they have been employed in such 
a capacity for more than two years”. 

Questioned about whether she had 
taken steps to reduce the number 
of temporary teachers the minister 
said she had intervened through the 

applicable and relevant sections of 
the labour law of 2005, which stipu-
late that “no temporary educator 
can be employed in the same sub-
stantive and vacant post for more 
than two years”.

Pandor highlighted the following 
points as key to determining the 
number of posts available at each 
school:
• Each provincial education depart-
ment finalises its post-provisioning 
consultations by September 1 and 
provides schools with their final staff 
establishments by September 30. 
• In September school principals 
verify staff establishments and 
inform provincial departments of 
education whether teachers will 
retire or resign from their posts 
during the last part of the year.  
• This information informs the 
process of appointment of teachers 
to vacant posts at the start of a new 
academic year. 
• The appointment process nor-
mally takes the form of requested 
internal and cross transfers, place-
ment and absorption of educators 
additional to establishment, or the 
selection of temporary educators 
(new entrants, and those with a 
break in service). 
• In a new year provincial depart-
ments adjust the staff establishments 

of schools after a proper analysis of 
the 10th-day snap survey. The sur-
vey is standard practice whereby, on 
the 10th day after the start of every 
academic year, the education depart-
ment collects data about the number 
of learners, teachers, support staff 
and so on. Temporary teachers are 
then appointed on contracts, which 
run from January 1 to December 31.
• Provincial education departments 
finalise a list of all vacancies by April 
30 of each year. If a teacher has been 
employed on a temporary contract 
for more than two years, the con-
tract must be converted from tem-
porary to permanent. This measure 
only applies if an educator is in a 
substantive and vacant post and is 
qualified to teach in the learning 
areas/grades specified. 
• This conversion from temporary 
to permanent must be supported by 
the school governing body with the 
approval of the provincial depart-
ment of education’s head and is 
implemented by July 1 of each year. 
• The rest of the vacancies are 
advertised in an open vacancy list, 
which is filled on January 1 of the 
following school year. 
• There will always be temporary 
educators employed in schools.

 Although, according to the guide-
lines, at any given time temporary 
educators should not make up more 
than 10% of total educator posts in 
a provincial department of educa-
tion, the percentage of vacant posts 
occupied by temporary teachers was 
15,5% in 2006 and 14,5% in 2008. 

In May this year the national edu-
cation department indicated that 
62 616 posts of a total of 433 280 
were vacant. 

Working 
together on 
one system

I am a primary school educator in 
Ledig near Rustenburg in North 
West. I am looking for a transfer to 
Limpopo. Phone 072 164 1333.
 
I am a primary school teacher in 
Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. I am 
looking for a position in Gauteng. 
Phone 084 813 6028.
 
I am a post level one intermediate 
teacher in Morokweng, Vryburg, 
North West. I want a transfer to 
Potchefstroom or Fochville. Phone 
082 668 0235.
 
I am a tourism and humanities teacher 
who wants to transfer from Escourt to 
Durban. Phone 073 189 6717.
 
I am a senior phase teacher in 
Mqanduli. I want a transfer to the 
Western Cape. Phone 073 971 7569.
 
I am a post level one teacher in 
Groblersdal, Limpopo. I am looking 
for a transfer to Gauteng or Mpuma-
langa. Phone 072 3677 951.

I am a post level one educator. I 
would like a transfer from Cape Town 

to Gauteng. Phone 073 883 4840.

I am looking for a transfer from 
Cape Town to Pretoria, Gauteng. 
Phone 083 463 0401.
 
I am a post level two educator. I teach 
maths, science and technology. I am 
looking for a transfer from Cornelia 
near Villiers to the Vaal Triangle. 
Phone 079 521 5957.
I am a maths teacher in a remote vil-

lage. The new curriculum is stressful. 
Learners are not able to grasp the con-
tent. The education department is hell-
bent on implementing the curriculum 
after training us for only five days. They 
expect miracles. I fully support the idea 
of the CME. It will provide South Africa 
with enough time to  prepare rather 
than rushing through the curriculum.
 
Outcomes-based education: Irrevers-
able damage has been done. Learners 
who failed grade 12 have been virtually 
dumped by the government. Our chil-
dren were used as guinea-pigs and as 
sacrifices. Teachers are demoralised, 
stressed and burnt out. OBE has failed.

As of July 31 949 educators were employed on a temporary basis by 
the provincial education departments. Thabo Mohlala reports

“No temporary 
educator can be 
employed in the 
same substantive and 
vacant post for more 
than two years”



PLUS
FREE BAG

- Intel Celeron M 440 Processor
- 512 MB DDR Memory
- 80 GB Hard Drive
- DVD-RW Drive
- 56k Internal Modem
- 14.1” Wide (WXGA) TFT Display
- PCMCIA, USB & Ethernet Ports
- Windows Vista
- Open Office Software Suite
- 1 Year Warranty
- Carry Case.

A4 M548S Notebook

HP 530 Notebook
+ 1 Gig MP3 Player & Lexmark
Multifunction Printer
- Intel Celeron M520 Processor
- 1024MB DDR RAM

 - 120GB Hard Drive
- DVD-Writer Drive
- 56k internal Modem
- 15.4” Wide (WXGA) TFT Display
- USB & Ethernet Ports
- Windows Vista
- 1GB Multimedia Player
- Lexmark Multifunction Printer
- Free Carry Bag
- 1 Year Warranty.

FREESoftware with 23 pre-loaded educational titles & games
worth R2000 and free Motorola C119 Cellphone
when you buy any of these computers.

WORTH R200

A2 Partner Value Desktop
Computer and Lexmark
Multifunction Printer
- Intel Celeron D430 Processor
- 1024 MB DDR Memory
- 160 GB Hard Drive
- DVD-RW Drive
- 56K Internal Modem
- 17” CRT Monitor
- Keyboard, Mouse & Speakers
- Windows Vista
- Open Office Software Suite
- 2 Year Warranty (1st Year On-site)
- Lexmark Multifunction Printer.

B4 Notebook
+ Multifunction Printer and Camera

- Intel Celeron M550 2.0GHZ Dual Core Processor
- 1GB DDR2 Memory

 - 120GB Hard Drive
- DVD-Writer
- 56k internal Modem
- 15.4” Wide (WXGA) TFT Display
- USB & Ethernet Ports
- Microsoft Notebook Optical Mouse
- Windows Vista Home Basic
- Epson multifunction 3 in 1 printer
- Samsung 7.2 mega pixel digital camera
- Free Carry Bag - 1 Year Warranty.

PLUS
FREE BAGPLUS

FREE BAG

R4999
SAVE R500

Total Payable: 8884
Interest Rate: 27%

Dep: 499.90 • 296 x 30

R7999
SAVE R500

Total Payable: 13790
Interest Rate: 27%

Dep: 799.90 • 459 x 30

R5499
SAVE R300

Total Payable: 9702
Interest Rate: 27%

Dep: 549.90 • 323 x 30

R8999
SAVE R500

Total Payable: 15425
Interest Rate: 27%

Dep: 899.90 • 514 x 30

For only R699
we will install any of these
computers in your home.

For an extra R300 you also
receive 1 hour training.

You’re the Difference
807257 The Teacher

This offer may not be used in conjunction with any other promotion or price reduction. Instalments indicated include Finance Charges only.

Valid until 15th October 2008.
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